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FOREt10RQ 

W,a welcome the report of the Working Group o:r:c 11atrimonial 

Property and Family Protection. 

The Working Group wa.s established in March 1988 as part of 

the, Government's social policy" reform pro9ramme. It reported 

to the Cabinet Social Equi.ty Committee in September 1988. 

The issues involved and the recommendations for reform affect 

large sections of the community. It is therefore appropriate 

for the Report to be published as a discussion document. 

'The Report recommends changes to the Matrimonial Property Act 

1976. The most important of these relates to the rules about 

equal division of matrimonial property and devo1u.tion of 

matrimonial property on the death of one spouse. 

It examines the Family Protection Act 1955 and suggests a 

fresh approach to claims made against the estate of a 

deceased person. 

'I'he Report also recornxnends changes to the law relating to the 

division of property of de facto marriage partners. 

The GoverrnI!ent is committed to making improvements in family 

law. The Report has an important part to play in focussing 

public discussion on what these improvements ought to be. 

Interested persons and groups should send submissions on this 

Report to the Secretary for Justice by l April 1989. 

Geoffrey Palmer 

Minister of Justice 

Margaret Shields 

Minister of Women's Affairs 
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REJ?ORT OF "I':HE 'WO!U{ Hi!G GROUP 0?'1 
M1'\TRIMOlt\HlilL PRCH?ERTY AND FAMILY PROTECTION 

BJ'.\CKGROUND 

The Working Group on Matr nia~ Property 
one of several established to advance the 
pol r orm prog.ramme. Tl.le composition 
approved by the Cabinet Social Equity 

and Family Protection is 
Government's social 
of the group was 
ttee on 8 rch 1988 

and endorsed by Cabinet on 1 March 1988. 

Mernbersl1ip 

Convenor: 

Consultants: 

Department of Justice: 

Ministry of 
V/iliomen"s Affairs: 

Janice Lowe. Chief Legal Adviser 
Depa~tment of Justice 

Bi 11 A,t};: in, Senior Lecturer in Law 
Victoria Universi of 
Wellington 

Sian Elias QC. Law Commissioner 
Warwick Gendall. Barrister 
Margaret Wilson. Law Commissioner 

Eva Schellevis, Senior Legal Adviser 
Helen Carrad. Legal ser 
Cathy Iorns. Legal iser (Secretary 
to the Group) 

Carol Thomson, Consultant 

Jim Cameron. Law Commissioner replaced Sian Elias and Margaret 
Nils n when either was unable to attend meetings. 

Terms of Reference 

The a of the review. as approved the Cabinet Social 
Committee and Cabinet. were to: 

(a) Revise and te the Matrimonial Property Act 1976; 

de for the devolution of matrimonial property on' 
death; 

se and ate the Family Protection Act 1955; 
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(d) Make suitable provision for couples living in de facto 
relationships. 

Time frame 

The working group was asked to submit a final report to the 
Cabinet Social Equity Committee by 30 August 1988. The reporting 
date was later extended to 27 September 1988. 

Meetings 

Twelve meetings were held. 

Discussion papers on the issues before the working group were 
prepared by the Department of Justice. Where a member was unable 
to attend a meeting, his or her views on the issues were conveyed 
to the meeting by other means. 

Submissions 

There was insufficient time for the group to seek submissions on 
the issues before it. However, submissions were received from 
National Mutual on the treatment of superannuation and from the 
Wellington District Law Society Family Law Committee on the Family 
Protection Act 1955 and on the law on de facto relationships. 

On 22 June 1988 the group met two members of the Royal Commission 
on Social Policy, the Rt Hon Sir Ivor Richardson and Roslyn 
Noonan, to discuss the Commission's recommendations concerning the 
issues before the group. 

General Approach to the Task 

The report concentrates on the main areas where reform is 
considered necessary. In the time available it was not possible 
to produce a blueprint for new legislation. Instead, the working 
group was concerned to deal with the broad policy issues. 
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PART I 

IN'nWDUCTION 

The review of the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 falls into three 
sections~ The first re-examines the principles on which the Act 
is based under two main headings. first the d~bate about equality 
and equity and. second. the basis of property division under the 
pr 1ssent AcL This section discusses whether equal division. of 
matrimonial property gives a just and equitable r~sult and whether 
the general approach of the 1976 Act is sound. 

The second section largely comprises an examination of the 
provisions of the present Act to identify and suggest remedies for 
problems that have arisen in its operation over the years. 

The third section of this part of the review consists of framing 
proposals to expand the Act in order to provide for its 
application where a marriage is ended by the death of one of the 
spouses and not by marriage breakdown. At present, the 
Matrimonial Property Act 1963 still applies to the situation on 
death. Its application is not automatic. but may be invoked by 
the surviving spouse, The provisions of the two Acts are very 
different. Accordingly, the application of the 1963 Act on death 
means that the spouse in whose name the property is not vested 
during marriage (usually the wife) is potentially worse off after 
the other spouse's death than would have been the case if the 
marriage had been dissolved. This anomaly should be rectified in 
the interests of justice. 

In examining the present Act the working group was guided by 
certain principles that already underpin New Zealand's family law: 

(a) The law ought to reinforce equality of status between 
the sexes. 

(b) The law ought to endorse the concept of marriage as an 
equal partnership to which both partners contribute 
equally. although in different ways. 

(c) When a marriage fails the resolution of outstanding 
issues between the parties should not be unduly 
protracted (referred to. somewhat erroneously. as the 
"clean break" principl 1e). 

(d) The State should continue to have an important role in 
supporting families that have lost the support of the 
principal income earner: in many cases there will not be 
sufficient money available after marriage breakdown to 
support two households. 
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be no reason why the trends identified overseas do not also apply 
to New Zealand, even though the actual disparity may not be as 
great. Inde~d. the observations of those working in this area and 
the submissions tecei~ed by the Royal Commission indicate that the 
problem is well known in New Zealand. 

Two primary causes are commonly identified. The first is the 
effect that marriage has had on the respective earning capacities 
of the spouses. The second is the effect of childcare 
responsibiliti~s after separation. 

Earning.Capacity 

In the average marriage, the wife look~ after the household and 
children, often combining this with part-tl~e employment, while 
the husband earns the principal family income. 

The equal sharing regime established by.tl:le }).ct acknowledges that 
non-financi~l ~ontributi6ns to the marrl~ge ~artnership are equal 
in value to financial contributions. However, the fact remains 
that work in the home usually diminishes the earnin~ capacity of 
the spouse concerned. Opportunities to gain qualifications, 
experience, seniority, goodwill or clientele are 101,t, whJle the 
spouse largely free of household and childcare responsibilities is 
able to take full advantage of the opportunity for professional or 
busin~'ss 'advancement.· AS a resul·t the spouse who stays at h6me 
will ordi'narily leave the marriage with less capacity to earn a 
reasonable income by11compariso"h with the other spouse. 

Child car~ after Marriage Breakdown 

Responsibility for child care after breakdown often has the effect 
of loweri~g the living standard of the custodial spouse (usually 
the wife) because of various factors. 

(1) Housing 

Typically, matrimonial assets are modest, comprising a (mortgaged) 
home, car and other family chattels, some ca.sh and occasionally a 
small holiday home~ It is usually necessary to sell the family 
home to allow the spouses to obtain their shares. though sale need 
not be imme~iate. Section 28A'of the Act empha~ises that the 
court may defer a sale and grant an occupation orde.r. In 
considering whether or not to do so. the court "shall have 
particular regard to the need to provide a home for any minor 
dependent child of the marriage". 

Research by Davey and Gray7 indicates that the average duration 
of an occupation order is about three years, regardless of the 
ages of the children. Johnston and Johnston8 r~port that the 
standard of housing of women and children drops drastically when 
they leave the family home. 
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If the matrimonial home is mortgaged and there is little other 
matrimonial property, the share received by the custodial parent 
from the sale of the home is not usually sufficient to buy another 
home. The cost of renting accommodation makes saving for a future 
home nearly impossible and diminishes capital resources. Even if 
a home can be bought it is likely to be inferior in all respects 
to the family home. 

(2) Maintenance 

The majority of separated women with dependent children receive 
either the Domestic Purposes Benefit or maintenance under the 
Family Proceedings Act 1980. Many of these women are unable to 
work fu 11-t ime because of the unav.a i labi 1 i ty or cost of child 
care, the inability to get a job to suit school hours and still 
provide enough to live on, or even the operation of the social 
welfare system itself. 

The current level of the DPB is $208.94 per week. The Family 
Support Scheme provides an additional $36.00 for the first child 
and $16.00 for each additional child. Any child or spousal 
maintenance awards are suspended while the DPB is being paid. 
The husband and father contributes towards the cost of the DPB via 
the Liable Parent Contribution Scheme. 

A disc~epancy between the two spouses' standards of living can 
arise immediately after separation or dissolution, particularly 
where the husband could afford to pay maintenance but is paying 
only his liable parent contribution. 

The DPB does not encourage women to be self-sufficient because the 
benefit is reduced when extra income is received, for example from 
part-time work. The amount of exempt income is low ($60 plus up 
to $20 paid for childcare. The DPB abates 30¢ for each dollar of 
income between $60 and $80 and 70¢ for each dollar of income over 
$80.) 

Most separated or divorced womeft find themselves without an 
accommodation benefit. The Social:Security Act 1964, 
18th Schedule, provides that, in general, the accommodation 
benefit (current maximum $36 per week) is reduced by $1.00 for 
every $100 of cash assets over $5,000. Proceeds from the sale of 
a matrimonial home are exempt for one year. Nevertheless, it is 
likely to be difficult for a solo parent without adequate income 
to finance the purchase of another home. In contrast, the 
non-custodial spouse is likely to be able to get a mortgage on the 
basis of earning capacity. 

To summarise, responsibility.for dependent children may cause 
numerous problems, such as decreased earning capacity (whether 
child rearing takes place within marriage or without}, financial 
dependency, and a much lower standard of living. The complaint 
made is that the parent with cus•ody (normally the mother) is left 
to perform the function of child rearing without the necessary 
resources. 



This phrase is used to describe the principle that the spouses 
should settle financial matters between them reasonably quickly so 
that they can put the past behind them and get on with building a 

n.:::lhY life. 

In relation to property. the most significant effect on the 
standard of living of women and children ~oncerns housing. 
Despite e2BA. the courts may ~onsider it necessary to order an 
early sala of the family home so as not to deny one party access 
to a sb;;,1i::e. 

The "c:lean br:ealt"1 principle applies morE, obviously to 
maintenance. The underlying rationale i~ that there will usually 
be insufficient income to support two families. It is unrealistic 
to ,c!Xpect a marn. l~7llo has established a new family to pa;{ 
maintenance to the first family. Usually, he will be neither able 
nor willing to do so. 

Divis ion of P:rop1~r ~\I'.. 

A stated aim of the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 is to ~ecognise 
the equal contributions of spouses to the marriage partnership. 
This principle is embodied in sll(l) and slS(l) which envisage 
that matrimonial property will be divided equally. Where it is 
not divided equally the shares are determined by the respective 
spouse's contributions (sl3(2). sl4. sl5(2)). Experience has 
shown that the trend is for most shates to be assessed at 50% 
except in the case of business assets, whsre there can be 
significant disparities. 

Where division is based on contributions to the marriage 
partnership there is more room for judicial discretion. Caroline 
Bridge 9 • who has analysed cases involving farms decided between 
1977 and 1987. asserts that many divisions are not consistent with 
the principles of tbe Act. She states that in cases were large 
amounts of property are involved, financial and property 
contribucions are often given more importance than other types of 
contribution and considerations such as avoiding the sale of a 
family farm are sometimes taken into account: the result is that 
the wives of businessmen or farmers may receive a smaller share of 
the matrimonial property. 

In cases where large amounts of property are the separate property 
of one spouse the other spouse also receives less property 
overall. partly because of the construction placed upon provisions 
which define the various categories of matrimonial and separate 
property. Examples include the restrictive interpretation of 
ss8{d) and 9(3) (see tH~lm,J, pa9;es 18, 21}. 

Options for Reform 
,' 

! "--... 
In some overseas jurisdictions three different methods have either 
been used or recommended to ameliorate the drop in the standard of 
living of one spouse after marriage break-up. 
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treat a degree or professional licence 
property which ia availab!e for 
O'Brien v O'Brien 66 N.Y. 2d 576 the -•-"U_____ --
held thac a medical licence constituted 

The New York Supreme Courc had valued the wife's interest as a 
percentage of the present value of her husband's medical 
training. The marriage lasced nine years during which cime the 
husband studied for his medical degree and completed his 
undergraduate degree. Dr O'Brien commenced divorce proce~dings 
two months after obtaining his medical degree. Mrs O'Brien had 
contributed 76% of the couples' total income during the husband's 
education. The court awarded Mrs O'Brien 40% of the licence's 
calculated value. 

The value of the licence was ascertained by calculating the 
difference between the average expected income of a college 
educated white male of Dr O'Brien·s age and the average income of 
the same man with a licence to practise surgery capitalised over 
Dr O"Brien's expected productive lifespan. Its value was 
calculated to be $472.000. The sum awarded to Mrs O'Brien was 
$188,800. The value of her contributions over nine years of 
marriage was calculated by her expert witness ta be $103,390. 

The New York Court of Appeals confirmed this decision. although 
the case was remanded to the appellate division to consider the 
accuracy of the award calculations. 

However, this approach to tre~tmefit of property 1s by no means 
~1aEspce~d. Many United States jurisdictions ~efuae t0 treat 
degrees and licenc~s as ~arital property. 

The g[eatest obat~cles to the designation of pro[Gssicnal deg~ees 
;~,.; r'ff\fJ{:•rt'l:'..r i''t;;,~·,i,"e ]...,~~~..,:':::_,n, tl'l(;\ l. :tcJr" o-f~ a!'1'_V catlc11:lable ff1arl\.<e:t or 
;;c;a~~; ~~l;~-~n-~;~ ~a~r;~s •a~~ th~ uncertainty of future 
earnings r~sulting thereirom.lC 

Some United 3tates c0urcs find 2 marital property interest in the 
·1·1 1?•:)ter1t:la.l J::o:c ir1c.reElSfl ir1 fl:tttire (~afr1ir1g (:apacit~{ ~iJh.i.c':11 rf::s11lts 
f ,·~~ ~r,t-Pq~!r•1~·j ~r~in!~~ -7~hor ~~~r )0 " ~~JC ~a,-~~ 1)- 1{4~~~-L,,,;,,,c 1:''-'- ~- '._,,,,:,,!..-,'< ~,,. ,,_,,:;,.,.u.c>.'~, Le, -<,.'c;; •. ,¥,h,ld ·'-' t,,,1,.,c •..it::!':PJ_,;;;\;:; '. L .1..,.1.,,'c..Ht.ic:: 

J. >·r,:,'l,f'Hll I<'or A""'"''""''':. ~,... T-, r" ·uar .. "'"':I~ o~ IT,_-,~tm-'"'n ',r,7'") ,,,,, co ~-....ij,.,-:;JL.11_ ~ ..J..., .,__ '""'·2'~0.i.Uf:Jkl, • .-s J. •. tJ.. _:;-~--~~-m~-.:.~~., .. ~ l. ~.,., .. ~l~•.:l-_ll~ -.Gl.c) .. E !il"'\!\ij_, 

2d BBS it was, held that enhancEd earr1ing capacity is a property 
in~erest, but a degree per se is not. 

This approa~h has also bBen criticised, eg, in De W~~t v De Witt, 
38 Wis 2d 44. 58: 

Whether a professional adurat4cn 1s and will be of 
future value to its recipient is a matter resting on 
·factors v,itiict~ a1: 113 at be-st. dd_ffie:·ult to antici·p.3tE! or· 
measure. A person qualified by education for a given 
profession may choose not to practice it, may fail at 
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it or may practice in a specialty, location or manner 
wh ch generates less than the average income enjoyed by 
fe low professionals. The potential worth of the 
education may never be realised for these or many other 
reasons .... Unlike an award of alimony, which can be 
adjusted after divorce to reflect unanticipated changes 
in the parties' circumstances. a property division may 
not. The potential for inequity to the failed 
professional or one who changes careers is at once 
apparent: his or her spouse will have been awarded a 
share of something which never existed in any real 
s,er1se:,. 

The group notes that the Royal Commission on Social Policy has 
recommended that reallocation of property after marriage b~eakdown 
should attempt to achieve an equal result between the husband and 
the wife (ie comparable living standards after marriage braakdown) 
and should protect the children's living standard. 

Nevertheless. the group considers that to award one spouse a share 
of the other spouse's projected future income would not be 
c1es irable" 

(1) The purpose of matrimonial property legislation is tc divide 
the property that has been acquired by the spousrc..1s d1.:ci:in9 th,3 
marriage. It looks back to division of the tangible economic 
assets 0£ the marriage~ To ~egard future earnings as an item 
of property available for division constitutes a radical 
departure from the principles of present law. That is not of 
course a sufficient argument against the p~oposition. But it 
must be remembered that another branch of the law, namely the 
law of maintenance, is designed to permit one spouse to share 
in th 1e futu.re i:nc,Jmf::: of: th1'l oth,e:r spous,e when that is fair 
and appropriate. The law of maintenance is able to relate to 
the ongoing ability of the payer to pay, and the needs of the 
recipient. in order to reach a reasonable balan~e. 

(2) The valuation of future earnings can only be done on a very 
arbitrary basis. What is the value of a 10 year contribution 
by one spouse to.the other's 10. 20 or 30 year career or 
business? How can a just result be achieved in the case of a 
husband who later fails in his career or becomes redundant or 
whose former wife remarries? To build future support needs 
into a division of matrimonial property may reintroduce, in a 
very different area. the problems formerly faced by our 
courts in predicting the future of accident victims. 
Tt1i,s, ',r,1.at;it at })e;~;t" an. infor-rnE1d gl1e-ss., .at t?J"or:st a l()tt<~r}!''., 
It was not the least of the criticisms of the old law of 
negligence that helped to bring about the accident 
compensation scheme. To apply the concept to the division of 
matrimonial property would be likely to produce equally 
capricious results. 
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(3) While the division of future earning capacity may have some 
advantage in the case of better qualified and better off 
couples, it is unlikely to make any difference to less 
affluent people who will probably have few assets apart from 
the (often small) equity in the family home, some chattels 
and cash, and the uncertain earning power of (usually) the 
husband. In such circumstances no mortgaging of future wages 
(or division of matrimonial property, for that matter) is 
likely to produce a satisfactory living standard for two 
households. 

(4) Public perceptions of fairness are important if reform is to 
win general acceptance. Division of future income has so far 
gained only limited support overseas. It would undoubtedly 
be regarded by many in this country as an extreme measure. 

2 Compensatory Adjustments 

In some American States support of one spouse by the other which 
results in increased earning capacity is specifically compensated 
in one of two ways: 

(a) reimbursement for the (narrow) costs of support, for 
example, the cost of tuition fees and books needed in 
order to gain qualifications; 

(b) compensation for more general contributions made by the 
supporting spouse; these would include, for example, 
research assistance, housework, and financial 
contributions. 

Group's View 

The present Act does not assess the value of specific 
contributions to particular items of property. Contributions to 
the marriage partnership are assessed on a global basis. 

Section 18 of the Act lists the'"'contributions of spouses to the 
marriage partnership which have to be taken into account. 
These include: 

"(l)(h) the giving of assistance or support to the 
other spouse (whether or not of a material 
kind), including the giving of assistance or 
support which: 

(i) enables the other spouse to acquire 
qualifications; or 

(ii) aids the other spouse in the carrying on of 
his or her occupation or business." 

The group considers that it woul~ be inappropriate to single out 
one particular type of contribution as having special value. 
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In any event, the changes that the group recommends in respect of 
the principles of division reduce the scope for the assessment of 
particular cdntributions to the marriage partnership. If these 
recemmendatiorrs are accepted, nearly all p•roperty will be divided 
equa 11,y,: rather than in acco.taance with con tr ib'l:1 t ions made 
(seep 25). 

3 Equality of Result: Australian Law Reform Commdssion Proposal 

The Australian Law Reform Commission12 has proposed that a 
post-separation disparity in living standards should be taken into 
account when the matrimonial property is divided. The ALRC 
consid8rs that division of property shou1d be based on the 
following principle: 

"the parties' property and finances should be 
rearraiged so as to distribute a~ fairly as possible 

· the economic hardship arising from the breakdown of 
the marriage" 

In effect, the goal of a matrimonial property division is equality 
of result. 

The recommended method of division is a three stage process: 

(1) Apply the rule of equal sharing. 

(2) Vary the rule on grounds~re1ating tb contribution, including 
contributions since seParatioB\ 

(3) Adjust the parties' share if there is a disparity between the 
standards of living reasonably attainable by the parties and 
that disparity is wholly or partly attributable to 

(a) 

(b) 

responsibility for future care of children of the 
marriage; 

a party's income earning eapac·ity havi'ng been affected 
by the marriag~.13 

Group's.View 

The ALRC approach is not without merit. Essentially, it would 
divide the property first and then award a proportion of one 
spouse's share to the other spouse in certain circumstances. 
It has two drawbacks, however. First, such a provision would be 
very difficult to draft in a manner that avoided extremely wide 
judicial discretion. By and large, the discretionary approach to 
matrimonial pro~erty division was rejected in 1976. Second, the 
proposal is conceptually awkward because it seeks to make property 
division serve the ends of future needs, which are essentially the 
province of maintenance. Nevertheless it does avoid many of the 
difficulties associated with taking future income into account. 
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Conclusions of the Working Group 

The working group does not dispute the submissions made to the 
Royal Commission on Social Policy and material in the literature 
about the detrimental effect of marriage breakdown on many women~ 

At the heart of the debate about equality and equity is the 
economic consequence of current~sex roles in our society. If men 
took a greater share in child' re(aring and women had better career 
opportunities the detrimental ef.fects of marriage breakdown would 
clearly diminish. Progress towards these goals is slow. 

None of these problems can be laid at the door of the 1976 Act. 
Though improvements to matrimonial property law can obviously be 
made. it would be unrealistic to expect this branch of the law to 
achieve social equity between the sexes. The group is convinced 
that there must continue to be a significant role for the State in 
reducing disparities caused by-social factors. 

It is important that reform should build on the 1976 Act and that 
the new Aqt be perceived as fair by significant numbers of both 
sexes. The idea of equal division of matrimonial property is 
reasonably well accepted in New Zealand society. It would be 
unwise to distort the prin9iples pf the 1976 Act by introducing a 
totally new concept such as the valuation and division of future 
income. 

The working group has paid close attention to the debate about 
equality and equity but, as indicated above. does not see 
matrimonial property law as a feasible vehicle for securing 
equality of outcome between the sexes when a marriage breaks down. 

That is not to say that nothing can be done. The group makes 
recommendations in this report which go some way towards 
alleviating the detrimental effects of marriage breakdown. 

Before touching on these recomm~ndations. however, it is 
appropriate to rec.ord the particul~r view of one member of the 
group on the equality and equity issue. This member believes that 
there may be a resolution to the problem through a fresh 
examination of the relationship between matrimonial property and 
maintenance, and that the issue should be urgently addressed in 
another forum before reform of the Matrimonial Property Act 
proceeds. While not dissenting from the recommendations made, 
this member considers that they are not a sufficient response to 
the question. 

All members of the group agree, however, that a move to reinstate 
long term periodical maintenance would bring aboµt no improvement 
in the situation of women. The law of maintenance as it existed 
before the Family Proceedings Act 1980 was vociferously criticised 
by both men and women. Much of the problem flowed from the 
inability of one earner to suppo&t two households to an adequate 
level. A related problem was the resentment felt by husb~nds and 
second wives over the legal obligation to provide permanent 
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maintenance to the first wife (an obligation sometimes referred 
to, in crude t~rms. as the 'meal ticke~.for life' principle). 
Finally, there was the perennial difficulty of enforcing payments 
of periodLcal maintenance against an unwilling payer, even if the 
payer did have financial means. The perc,eption in' 1980 was that a 
fairer law of maintenance would reduce enforcement problems. 

Women must be helped to undertake their own financial support and 
to esca.pe from the demeanj.ng status of financial dependency upon a 
male pro~ider. It is no answer to current problems to try to turn 
the clock back. 

Recommendations 

1 Property division 

(a) The problems experienced in relation to the 
classification of matrimonial property (mentioned above 
at p7) will be alleviated by modificati6ns of sections 8 
and 9 of the Matrimonial Property Act. The details of 
recommended changes are discussed below. The general 
effect would be to bring more assets into the pool of 
matrimonial property available for equal• division. 

{b) ~hat i~ essentially being examined by proponetits of 
unequal or compensatory sharing is the value 6f various 
type~ of .contributions to the marriage partnership, 
having rega~d to the effects of those contribution~ on 
both parties to the marriage. 

Instead of picking out particular types of contributions 
and requiring them to be given special weight, it would 
be better to eliminate the distinction between the home 
and chattels and the residue of matrimoni~l property, 
and require all matrimonial property to be divided 
equally, subject to the rules about short marriages and 
repugnancy to justice. This would help the economically 
weaker spouse i.n situatior;is where there is a reasonable 
amount of property. 

(c) At present, jurisdiction under the Matrimonial Property 
Act is limited to property beneficially owned by either 
OF both spouses. The Act has been criticised for 
illowing certain dispositions of property t-0 defeat the 
sharing regime which would otherwise have been imposed 
by the .Act. Later in th.is report the group recommends 
that changes be made to improve the situation. 

The principal recommendation is that where dispositions 
of property to trusts or companies have the effect of 
defeating the Act the c-0urts should have wider ~owers to 
make financial adjustments in accordance with the spirit 
and intent of the Act. In brief, the courts should have 
power to: 



(a) order compensatory payments to be made out of 
separate property: 

(b) direct that income from a discretionary trust be 
paid to one spouse: 

(c) distribute capital of a trust or company 

in order to facilicate a just division of property under 
t,t1e r1,:etiri A.ct., 

Adoption of these suggested areas of reform will mean that more 
women will leave a marriage with an amount of property equal to 
that of their husbands. This will go some way toward avoiding 
discrepancies in the spouses' standards of living. 

Ma inte,n.B\nce 

Moves described above to value and divide the earner spouse's 
futun~ inccn1H2! c.an be regardiad as a form o:'i:. "telescoped" 
ma int(Hilanct"!. 

A more di~ect approach would be to encourage the courts to make 
greater use of the power to award lump sum maintenance for the 
custodial spouse and children where it appears likely that there 
will be a disparity between the living standards reasonably 
attainable by the parties. There is no reason why lump sum 
maintenance should not be awarded out of the share of matrimonial 
property held by the pactner with the better financial prospects. 

Further. the group is of the opinion that the operation of the DPB 
system should be re-examined: attention needs to be paid to the 
provisions requiring expenditure of any lump sum and to the low 
limit on allowable income before abatement of the benefit. 

In general. every encouragement should be given to women to gain 
financial independence through 0work. Relatively simple measures 
such as the provision of more low-cost child care would obviously 
assist. 

Housing 

The group considered whether s28A of the Matrimonial Property Act 
could be strengthened in any way. That sectio~ requires the court 
to have particular regard for the interests of dependent children 
when considering an application by the custodial parent for 
occupation of the family home. 

The group recommends that the drafting of s2BA be scrutinised to 
see whether an altered wording would secure greater consistency in 
the application of s28A by the Courts. 
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The group notes that progress has been made in the area of women's 
housing as a the result of an interdepartmental committee 
involving the Ministry of Women's Affairs and the Housing 
corporation. The previous policies of the Housing Corporation 
have been modified so that there will be fewer difficulties in 
providing rental accommodation for separated women caring for 
children. Further, access to housing financa at income-related 
rates has been improved. These developments will make it easier 
for women to gain adequate housing and, in particular, to purchase 
rather than rent a home. 

2 THE CONCEPTUAL BASIS OF THE 1976 ACT 

The Act implements what is known in matrimonial property law as a 
regime of "deferred participation''. In general each spouse is 
free to deal with any property 0cwned by the spouse as if the Act 
had not been passed, so long ~s matrimonial ~roperty division 
under the Act has not taken place (sl9). In terms of s25 of the 
Act, a court can make an order dividing the matrimonial property, 
or determining the respective shares in it of the spouses, upon 
separation, dissolution of marriage, bankruptcy of one of the 
spouses. or gtoss mismanagement or dissipation of matrimoni~l 
property by one of the spouses,. Essentially, the Act focuss,es on 
the need for a fair division of property when a marriage breaks 
down. 

The working group reviewed whether deferred participation should 
continue to be the basis of New Zealand matrimonial property law. 

Many overseas jurisdictions, especially in Europe and parts of the 
United States adopt what is called a "community of property" 
approach to the property relations between husband and wife. 

Community property regimes can differ~quite significantly. 
A common feature is that all property owned by the spouses at the 
date of marriage is. and remains. separate property though this 
feature is by no means universal. All property acquired after the 
date of marriage is "community property" and available for sharing 
when the marriage comes to an end. There is usually provision for 
opting out of a community of property regime by way of a marriage 
contract., One of the main problems flowing from a community of 
property regime is to determine which spouse is entitled to deal 
with the jointly owned community property. Originally, it was 
usually the husband who performed this'function. More recently 
there has been dissatisfaction with this state of affairs and 
widespread moves towards vesting management of particular property 
in the "owner" of the property. 

One member of the group takes the view that the pr~sent deferred 
participation scheme of the Matrimonial Property Act might well be 
replaced by a principle of "community of surplus" and that that 
option should be closely scrutinised. The main features would be: 
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all property, including,property acquired in anticipation of 
marriage and a home which becomes the matrimonial home, owned 
at the date of marriage is, and remains, separate property; 

all property acquired after the marriage by either spouse 
from any source is matrimonial ptoperty and available £or 
sharing; all increases in value of property owned at the date 
of marriage are also matrimonial property. 

This member considers that the advantages of such a scheme are 
that: 

_ (1) It eliminates the need for separate provision for marriages 
of short duration. That corrects the anomaly of the 
discretion in such marriages. It also reduces the need to 
make specific provision for de facto relationships and 
simplifies the extension of the regime to succession to 
property upon death. 

(2) It eliminates the need to make a distinction between the 
matrimonial home and chattels and other types -of matrimonial 
property and reduces the scope for discretion and 
litigation. It also greatly simplifies the question of 
separate prop~rty, leaving the policy options for its 
treatment more transparent so that greater consistency in the 
aims of the statute can be achieved. 

(3) It perfects the reform. The need to deal now with de facto 
relationships and succession of spouses upon death provides 
the opportunity. 

The group has considered arguments for a community of surplus 
approach. The majority prefers not to recommend its adoption for 
the following reasons: 

(1) A careful comparison suggests that it would by and large 
reduce the pool of-matrimQnial property by excluding 
categories of property. 

(2) Injustice may result where pr~perty acquired in contemplation 
of marriage, or a section or home acquired before marriage, 
cannot be taken into account for sharing. 

(3) The need for valuation of property owned by each spouse at 
the date of marriage is a disincentive in the New Zealand 
setting. 

(4) There is no reason why the approach adopted in the present 
Act cannot accommodate the abolition of _different treatment 
of the matrimonial home and chattels, on the one hand, and 
the rest of the matrimonial property, on the other. 
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(5) The basic principle of the present Act - deferred 
participation - has been widely accepted. In the absence of 
calls for a change of approach, the balance of convenience 
favours the status quo. 

The group therefore recommends retention of the deferred 
participation approach in a new Matrimonial Property Act. 

SECTION B 

WHAT SHOULD BE DIVIDED: SECTIONS 8, 9 AND 10 

The next matter for consideration is whether the current 
definition of matrimonial property in s8 of the Matrimonial 
Pr:oper,ty Act continues to be adequate. In other words. what 
classes of property should appropriately be shared when a marriage 
comes to an end? 

General 

The group agreed that there should continue to be a reasonably 
detailed, de .. f ini tion of ma,tr imonia 1 property since ma tr imonia 1 
pr'opetty.' is the .co,re sub ject:_ma t ter of the Act. Deta i 1 is 
necessary if• matr imoniah ·property is to be pinpointed with an 
appro;ptifa;te (jegree "of ;,certainty. The possibility of defining 
separate propert:y,, and ,then providing that all remaining property 
of the spouses is matrimonial property was discus,sed l>ut not 
pursued. 

Conversion o'f Separate Property to Matrimonial Property 

The concept of "intermingling" or transformation of separate 
property into ~atrimonial property is used more than once in the 
sectidh~ on the classification of property. 

The group recommends that a separate section be drafted to bring 
together the rules on the conversion of separa.te property into 
matrimonial property. This should facilitate the interpretation 
of the statute. 

Matrimonial Home 

Section 8(a) provides that the matrimonial home, whenever 
acquired, is ma tr imonia 1 prope•rtY. The group can see no, 
justification for any change in this situation. T:he reasons for 
strict division of what is usually the basic asset of the marriage 
remain as valid now as they ~ere in 1976~ 

Family Chattels 

Section 8{b) provides that all family chattels, whenever acquired, 
are matrimonial property. The group recommends that such chattels 
remain matrimonial property but that an exception be considered 
for heirlooms and taonga. 
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The details of such an exception remain to be worked out. 
There are two possible types: 

(1) Classify the excepted property as separate. 

(2) Classify the excepted property as matrimonial but place 
requirements on the form of any order, specifying that the 
appropriate spouse is to be awarded the property, and 
compensating the other spouse out of other matrimonial 
property. 

The latter option would be preferable in the situation where an 
heirloom was not merely handed down out developed or improved in 
some way, using matrimonial income. 

The definition of the terms heirloom and taonga would also require 
careful thought. 

The primary reasons for providing some type of exception for 
heirlooms and taonga from the present treatment of family chattels 
are: 

(1) Heirlooms and taonga are of a special nature as much of their 
value lies in their individuality; as a family treasure they 
cannot be replaced by another, although in other ways 
identical, object. Where an object's value lies partly in 
the fact that it has .been passed down from earlier 
generations its special character is lost if it passes to 
someone outside the family or tribal group. 

(2) Other property acquired by succession or survivorship, or 
under a trust, which does not fall within the category of 
family chattels, is separate property by virtue of slO. 
The group is of the opinion that the special nature of 
heirlooms and taonga outweighs the special nature of family 
chattels in relation to other types of property. 

(3) Taonga have a special cultural and ancestral significance for 
Maori tribes as well as for individual Maori to whom the 
property may pass. Maori argue that individuals are not seen 
as owning such property and therefore able to dispose of it 
as they wish. Instead, a person in p6ssession of taonga is 
more of a guardian of taonga for the rest of the tribe and 
for future generations. Maori thus argue that the 
matrimonial property regime should not apply to such property 
in order that the property may pass according to custom. 

Property Acquired in Contemplation of Marriage 

Section B(d) provides that property acquired in contemplation of 
marriage, and intended for the common use and benefit of the 
spouses is matrimonial property. 
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There isrtno appar.ent reason for a change in the general policy of 
this provision. especially as the group would like to see the pool 
of ~atr1m0ni11.property widened. The group therefore recommends 
that s,uch · property remain ma tr imonia 1 property. subject to one 
minor change. 

The .courts have expBr ienced difficulties with the interpretation 
of the ,present phrase ." common use and benefit". It has been held 
to require fulfilment of two separate elements.· The property must 
be intend.ea to be used by both parties and for the benefit of both 
parties. This has resulted in injustice in some situations. 
Am, ~xample is .provi.ded by the case o•f C!ampbell (1978) 2 MPC 33. 
In this case a fish and chip shop. bought in contemplation of 
marriage. was owned and operated by t~e husband. It was held to 
be his separate property because it was intended for "use" only by 
him. eve~ though it·was for the benBfit of~the family. 

The group recommends that such artificial distiActions be 
avoided. Property acquired in contemplation of marriage should be 
matrimonial property if it was intended for the ''common benefit" 
of the spouses. 

Other Property Acquired After Marriage 

Section 8(e) provides that (subject to s9(2)-(6) and s(6) all 
property acquired after marriage is matrimonial property. 
The group supports this provision. 

Property Acquired out of Pre-marriage Property 

Section B(ee) provides that (subject to s9(3)-(6) and sl0) 
property acquired after the marriage for the common use and 
benefit of the spouses out of property owned before the marriage 
shall be matrimonial property. 

The group recommends that such property remain matrimonial 
property. subject to the recommendation previously made in respect 
of the phrase "c.ommon use and benefit'! ie, deletion of the 
requirement for !'common use". 

Income and.Gains from_Matrimonial Property 

Section B(f) provides that income and gains from certain 
matrimonial property is also matrimonial property. The group 
recommends that this provision be retained and widened to include 
income and gains from all matrimonial property. 

Life Insurance Policies 

Section 8(g) provides that an insurance policy on the life of 
either spouse. for either spouse's benefit. is matrimonial 
property unless it was fully paid up at the time of ~arriage or 
the proceeds of the policy are payable to a third person. 
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The most criticised aspect of s8(g) is that the whole of the value 
of the policy is available for division. A common suggestion is 
that only the proportion of the value of the policy representing 
the contributions made during the marriage ought to be matrimonial 
property. 

An argument against including the value represented by 
pre-marriage contributions is th.at Lt can cause injustice where 
there has been a long period, of pre-marLiage contributions and a 
short marriage. 

An argument for including the proceeds of the whole policy is that 
it is simpler to do so and ihat it~brings into the matrimonial 
pool what may be one of the few assets of the marriage. 

Consistent with its views on the division of superannuation•' 
benefits (below). the group prefers that the proceeds of the whole 
policy should remain matrimonial property. 

Property Insurance 

Section 8(h) provides that any insurance policy taken out in 
respect of matrimonial property is matrimonial property. 
The group recommends that such insurance policies remain 
matrimonial property. 

Superannuation 

Section 8(i) provides that benefits under any superannuation 
scheme are matrimonial property if entitlement to those benefits 
derived. wholly or in part. from contributions made to the scheme 
after the marriage or from employment or office held during the 
marriage. 

As with life insurance. the primary criticism of this provision is 
that benefits derived from contributions made before the marriage 
are not exempt from division. ~pportionment was not attempted in 
the present Matrimonial Property Act primarily for reasons of 
simplicity. The valuation of superannuation benefits is a 
difficult exercise and the desire was to avoid complicating it by 
introducing notions of proportionality. 

The group recommends that the present treatment of pre-marriage 
contributions be left as it stands for two reasons; one is 
simplicity and the other is the desire not to narrow. but indeed 
to widen. the pool of matrimonial property (as mentioned above in 
the "equality and equity" discussion). 

Section 8(i) has also been criticised because it does not define 
"benefit''. The courts use two methods of valuation. One involves 
assessing the immediate 'cash-in' value (typically the value of 
the contributions. if any. plus interest). The other involves 
assessing the projected future ~yments to be received under the 
scheme. reducing that figure to take account of contingencies and 
net present value. The court's choice of method in a particular 
case depends on the circumstances. such as the type of scheme and 
the nature of the contributions. 



'I'he group recommends that "b£,nefit'' not be d2fined in the 
Matrimonial Property A~t. Flexibility is needed Ln this area 
tecause of the diverse nature of superannuation sch8mes. 
The courts already t~ke a a0Pm0n-sense appr0ach toward v2luation. 

A third issue in relation ~o superannuation scnemes is tho method 
of achieving a divisicn. The present approach cf tl1e court is to 
calculate a lump sum settlement unless the earning spouse is c!ose 
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may share in the periodic payments. The group ~grees that, i~ 
general, sharing sh0uld not be deferred but thac flexi~ility is 
needed. TnG group thus recommends nu change to the present 
provision in this respect. 

Section 9(2) provides that (subject to aaB(e~). 3(6) an<l 10) 
property acquired out of separate property, and the proceeds of 
a8paratc property. shall he sspatate property. ~he group 
recommenda that this proviston rema1n. 

Section 9(3} provides that (subject to s9(6)) any increase in 
value in. or income or gains from, separate property shall be 
separate property unless tha~ increase, income or gain is 
a t t r i b 1.1 t a b l :,e · ( Wtf iJ 111r o r·- i ;:1 pa r t.· ) t 6 

(a) or: 

(b) the application of matrimonial property. 

In the latter situations the 1ncrease, income or gains shall be 
matrimonial property. 

The application of this section has caused problems. The most 
significant one is that important assets have been left out of the 
nia t ,r ixnori ia 1 I? :e ()p,e .rc t y p-;,:)o 1 bt~fCa use r1o·r1r~ Ot"1·r1 i ·11·(9· s, pou s 18 t3 Ca r1nO t s, .:cl0''-A1 a 
di~ect link between their actions and an increase in value of the 
property in question. or income or gains derived from it. 
This has been particularly acute in the cases where the division 
of a major family asset, such as a farm, is in issue. The fact 
that any increase in value attributable to the actions of the 
other spouse or to the application of matrimonial property 
cor11Iert.s tl1<~ ~rl1ole of t.i1~2: ass,et t·::) rna·tr in;_or1ial pr:01;ert'j{ dOt9S n.ot:. 
assist the situation. 

The group recommends that s9(3) be changed to take more account of 
indirect actions amounting to a contribution to the marriage 
partnership rather than to the property itself. This would 
recognise the policy of sl8(2) that financial contributione are 
not to be automatically rated more highly than non-financial 
contributions. The objecc would be to el minate so far as 
possible artificial distinctions and unfa r results. 
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The group has not come to a conclusion on precisely how the change 
to s9(3) would best be effected. Further study is required. 

A less serious problem has been identified in respect of the 
courts' approach to the definition of "value". particularly in 
relation to the application of paragraph {b) of s9{3). The courts 
have held that appfication~ of ~~trimonial property which increase 
the equity in a separate p~OP~::r_,ty as,set do not increase the value 
of that asset,. Thus. none of the value of the asset forms part of 
the matrimonial property pool. A typical example is where 
separate property is mortgaged and matrimonial property is used to 
make the mortgage payments. 

The group recommends that this be corrected in the new Matrimonial 
Property Act. 

Property Acquired after Separation 

Section 9(4) provides that p~operty acquire~ after separation is 
separate property unless the court considers it just to treat it 
as matrimonial property. The group recommends that this provision 
remain. 

Property Acquired After Interests in Property have been Defined 

Section 9(5) provides that {subject to s21) property acquired 
after interests in matrimonial property have been defined is 
separate. subject to two exceptions: 

(a) A matrimonial home and chattels acquired after a 
division following bankruptcy are matrimonial property; 

(b) Property acquired after a bankruptcy discharge is 
matrimonial property. 

The group recommends that s9(5) remain. 

Separate Property put toward Matrimonial Pro~ty 

Section 9(6) provides that {subject to slO) separate property used 
for the acquisition or improvement of, or to increase the value 
of. or an interest in. matrimonial property shall be matrimonial 
property. The group recommends that this provision remain. 

Third Party Gifts_,~nd Inheritance 

Section 10(1) provides that property acquired by inheritance or 
gift from a third person. as well as proceeds from such property 
and other property acquired out of such property. is separate 
property (subject to intermingling of separate and matrimonial 
property). 
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The ·group recommends that such property ( including proceeds of 
disposition of the property and other property acquired out of the 
property) remain separate property, subject to the rules about 
intermingling. 

Interspousal Gifts 

Section 10(2) provides that interspousal gifts are separate 
property unless used for the benefit of both spouses. 

A majority of the group has two criticisms of the present law. 
First, it creates artificial distinctions between items of 
property acquired by different means. For example, if one spouse 
buys .a gift for the other out of matrimonial or separate income 
then it is the donee spouse's separate property; whereas if a 
spouse bu•ys the same property i tern for personal use out of 
matrimonial income, it is matr imon.ia~1 prcoiperty. The second 
er i ticism is that s1O(2) encourra'ges disputes. over the s·ource of 
property. Accordingly, some members recommend that interspousal 
gifts be classified as matrimonial property. They note that, even 
if such gifts were matrimonial property, the respective spouses 
would probably still keep the items personal to them. 

Other members of the group have reservations about classifying 
such gifts as ma tr imonia 1 property, primarily becau·se the .donor's 
clear intent when making a gift is that it should belong to the 
other spouse; neither spouse expects the donee to be divested of 
the gift. These members would prefer sl0(2) to be retained. 

Redundancy Benefits 

The Matrimonial Property Act does not refer specifically to 
iedundancy benefits. They are ''property acquired by iither the 
husband or .the wife after the marriage ( sa ( e)) and the ref ore 
matrimonial property. 

The group discussed whether redundancy payments should be 
classified as matrimonial property or separate property. 

On one view redundancy payments represent compensation for the 
upheaval and stress caused by the loss of a job and should 
therefore be classified as the separate property of the spouse who 
is made redundant. 

on another view, redundancy reflects past service to the employer, 
much of which may have occurred during the marriage. The amount 
of a redundancy payment is often based on the length of service 
with a particular employer. On this view either a portion of the 
redundancy payment or the total payment should be classified as 
matrimonial property. 

The group notes that benefits are commonly designed to fulfil both 
purposes and that the distinction may thus be arbitrary. 



The group also notas that, even where a benefit could be said to 
be for future loss, it is often c3lc~lat~d a~ the b~sis of past 
l0ngth 0f service. Fer these reasons. the group recomme~ds that 
redundancy benefits be classified as matrimonial property. 

The group's broad objective is to expand rather than decrease the 
pool of matrimonial property. This also leads to the conclusion 
that redundancy payments should be classified as matrimonial 
proper:ty" 

Two issues remain. 

First, there is the issue of pre-marriage employment. If the 
benefit is calculated on the total leng~h of service it may be 
appropriate to classify only the relevant portion of the benefit 
as hT!dtrin1or.ii .. al l.?L011f0J'::.t.:'[,, rr11~9 19':COllf) I8C01Hif1E!D.df~: t:hat tf1is lJt? 
resolved in a manner consistent ~ich the other situations in which 
the issue of pre-marriage contributions has arisen (life insurance 
and superannuation). The grouF accordingly recommends that 
redundancy benefits not be apportioned, but that the whole benefit 
be classified as matrimonial property. 

Second. should redundancy benefits paid after separation (where 
the worker was made redundant before separation) be classified as 
matrimonial ~~operty. Since the benefit is essentially a reward 
for past service. the group considers that benefits paid after 
separation should also he matrimonial property, although a cut-off 
point 1s needed. The group suggests that a period of one year 
would be suitable. 

"fs.cc iClen.t. (~oru2ert-sa t._io-.tJ __ ;L1.1rBP s_11~. F·.c~_ym.:en.ts 

At preren~ ace en~ compensation lump sum pay~ents for pa1n a~d 
suffering made to one spouse are clasGifi8d as matrimonial 
property under sB(e). They are taken into account wher ass~asing 
the spouses respective contributions ~o the ma~riage parcnership. 

The group is divided about the classification of lump sum payments 
for pain and suffering resulting from an accident which occurrea 
during the marriage (whenever paid). Should they be matrimonial 
or separate property? One view is that such 3 sum should be 
treated as if it were a gift, le, as personal to the injured 
spouse. The relative permanency of an injury distinguishes the 
compensation fr0ra. for example, lottery winnings and even 
redundancy benefits. Lump sum payments for pain and suffering 
should therefore be treated as separace property. 

The other view is that the injury will impinge on the marri2ge: 
the lump sum may be s9ent on any number of common household 
expens8s - it may b• tr~ated as extra mat~imoni • l income. Members 
!tolding this view s~ress the principle that th9 matrimonial 
pr0perty pool ought to be widened, n0t na~rowed. They also point 
out chat this type of payment ferns a very small category of 
property in the overall scheme. 



Those members who prefer lump sum payments in respect of pain and 
s·uffr~ri-rig to b,t; cl21ssified as St3}?ar:at,.a 1?ro:pl':1::ct·i' .acce{)t. th.at t111~~ 
money would be subject to the usual rules as to intermingling of 
separate with matrimonial property. 

Two points should be made clear. First, the group is aware that 
lump sum payments for pain and suffeting may be ~balished, thus 
making the issue academic. Second. the group agrees that ,arninos 
~- relate·dH~ft[Lsat~io11 fox: a. period d·u.cir1g tt1e u1arriag·e sh.011ld be 
matrimonial property. evan if received afte~ the marriage, and 
tl1at ea~niags-relat9d c0mpensat5on for a psricd outside the 
marriage sho~ld remnin separate. 

Ff}.HJCIPLES OF. DIVIf,ION 

At present the method of division of matrimonial property depends 
on the type of pr:)p1:,rty. T'h.e ma.t.rimon.ia1 ttome and family chatr.els 
(tl1(~, n,d()In•es.tj.c: 1" pro·pH-rt·.t) tAr:E1 (di\rided •et]l.1a··11y (t111) ,\. ··u11les-s tl1er(?. 
ara °'extraor,:linary circuimsta.ncias 01 which rr~nder equal sharing 
"replHJnant tci jufitice". If so,, the 8har•.e of ,each spouse i,3 
determined in accordance with the contribution of each to the 
marriage partnership (sl4). 

The rule of equal sharing of dbm~stic property does not apply to 
marriages of short duration (generally less than 3 years) and 
l~rh 1ar-·e :e·.e.cta-in con.<li tic)I1S ap11Ii'·,, ·stJ,a.r:es t,.r4:3- d1::tf:!!r:nu1.n,~d i.11 
accordance with contributions. 

~\11 otk1er· ri.1r,art1ciirH)nia.1 p_rop 12rt:{ (·th,if.9 bala.r~ce t:)1: th-e rnatri11~0:11a~ 
p1.:op,e:.rtJ{) is st1dr!::}d. eql1a11J.' 11111,ess ~JrtE)- El-J;)OU::'.5f2: 1 s 1')cc.:.r1trib-c1t-io11 to 
the marriage partnership has been clearly greater than that of the 
other spouse'' {sl5(1)). Where the spouses do not share equally, 
the shares are calculated ''in accordance with the contribution of 
each to the"! marria91c: partnersttif•" (sl5(2)). 

The group recomraends that the present rules !elating to 
classification of pr0perty and division be changed. Instead of 
ha~lil"1ig _t,~~~.'.. c;ata<;;f(>.ri(~s o-t rnat·£i1no-n-ia}. J;21rop-ert;{ o1r1d O;n(~ ()f: separat·e 
p.r G J?e rt":{ ttltS ~9 i:· 0"1.1·p :r-e C on1n1e:r1d: B t b.~":j t th.i~ r·e b,(~ tr;{ir{}' Cd t 'ef~f O .r i e E~ 0 n 1 y:-;? 
n1.atrii1~0.;1ia!l arid .. ' S 1ep}ara-te pr:op:f~r:t:tJf a.rid tl-1.at. t.b.e ·,\rJt1olt~1 of tt1i3 
matrimonial property be divided according to the rules currently 
used in respect of the matrimonial home and family chattels. 

There are several reasons for this recommendatjbn. 

First. the general application of a rule of equal sharing 1subjact 
to very limited exceptions) would further emphasise the basic 
principles of the Act. particularly that of equal coutributica. 
B~cause there is growing acceptance of th0 pl1ilos~~hy oi the 
Matrimonial Property Act. that macriage is a parcnershlp of equals 
to which both spouses make equal though often diffe~ing 
contributions. it is timely tc make the recommended change. 



The group is mindful of the original justification for the 
adoption of different rules of sharing for different types of 
matrimonial property. It was that there should be an irreducible 
minimum of I'1J11at mi9ht be call,ed "co.re" l,)rope;:ty in a marria,ge 
which sl1ou.ld alg:i..~. be ,aqually shared exc:ept in ,e:l>':t:raordinary 
circumstances. The house. car and household goods were therefore 
placed in thia special category. The distinction was essentially 
transitional and has now outlived its usefulness. 

Second. such a system would simplify both the classification and 
the division of matrimonial property. It would. therefore. avoid 
arbitrary results in the classification of the matrimonial home 
and family chattels. At present. classification can depend on 
such matters as whether a particular car or boat was used by one 
spouse only, or by the family as a whole. 

Third, the abolition of the distinction between domestic property 
and the balance of the matrimonial property ia likely to lead to 
greater certainty. The courts have developed guidelines for the 
exercise of judicial discretion to depart from equal sharing of 
th,e balance of tb,~ matrimonial prop,2d:ty. For exampli:1, in ]5'.,aid v 
!ie:jLd [1979] l NZL,Ft 572 tJne Court of 1!1J?J?eail enrphasised thZ\t equal 
sharing should be the norm. It should be departed from only in 
two situations: where one spouse has contributed more to the 
marriage partnership through positive efforts; or where one spouse 
has brought separate property into the matrimonial property pool. 
Significant departures from equal sharing should be rare" 

Nevertheless. difficulties remain. It is not easy to predict when 
there will be a departure from the presumption of egual sharing. 
it is even more difficult to advise on the size of the shares that 
will be a,wc1u:ded .. F'or example" in RE!.icl the Court o:f ~appeal held 
that a 60:40 division in favour of the husband was appropriate. 
In Walsh v Nalsb (1984) 3 NZFLR 23, on the other hand, a 
differently constituted Court of Appeal held that the wife who had 
worked hard on the family farm and cared for two children during a 
10 3ll-:!ar mar JJ: ic1:-u;)fe •1;1a:s ,ent it I,ed t,o a qua.r ter ortly of th,a proper t:i{" 
The court was influenced by the fact that the husband had carried 
the greater burden of the farm work and had provided the major 
part of the assets as well as the means of earning the family 
in,CCH!H3 ¢ 

Research by J Mand CJ Kcauskopf 14 indicates that the 
guidelines laid down by the Court of Appeal tend to be ignored 
when lawyers in private practice advise their clients on s21 
agreements. Some responses indicated that the percentage of the 
balance of the matrimonial property received by the homemaker 
spouse in settlements varied inversely with the total value of the 
assets. If the value of matrimonial property is large, a rather 
smaller p,arc,:!JJDl.t~H;Fe of it ma1r be suffici,ent to 11 satisf.:{" or me.et 
the "n1:}1"'ds'" of tl.1e honH?mcdtf!r spous,e" Th.is l1cL]?i;.?E:n:8a althougl1 th,e 
Act does not authorise differential percentages dependent upon the 
size; of U1e overa-11 e,rstat,e 2,na s"uc11 an ,:,1ppro,:1ich distorts th13 
policy of the Act. 
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Finally. the group notes that various overseas jurisdic ions which 
have a matrimonial property reg • have uniform rules fr the 
division of matrimonial property. No distinction is made between 
different s of matrimoni 1 proper For example, Ontario and 
Saskatchewan exc ude certain proper (gifts from third parties, 
inherited proper ) from the matrimonial property regime, but the 
balance is shar~d. It is interesting to note that under the 
Ontar Family Law Reform Act 19 only family property was 
available for sharing. The F ly Act 1986 widened the pool 
of proper available for shar ng by dropping the concept of 
family furoper 

By and large. Euro 
regime do not dist 

n jurisdictions th a commun1 of prop,er y 
proper nguish between classes of matrimonial 

EFFECT OF POST-SEPARATION ACTIONS 

Positive Contributions 

Section 2(3) provides that shares in matrimonial property are 
determined as at the date of separation. The present law does not 
pr de for the consideration of any co ributions to matrimonial 
proper or the care of children made after separation. In order 
to take such contributions into account the courts have used 
s2(2). which allows property to be valued as at a date o her than 
the date of the hearing. In Meikle v Meikle [1979] 1 NZLR 13 , 
the wife was deserted the husband after 10 years of marriage. 
For four years after separa ion she reared their three children, 
paid the mortgage on the matrimonial home and ma e improvemen s to 
the home which increased its value. She received no assistance 
from her husband. The Court f Appeal was able to take the fe's 
efforts into account on 
NZFLR 2 the Court of 

1:!'}( 11sir1rJ s2(2)c, 
al a,gain used s 

In Rus,!1 v ~. (1986) ,1 
(2) to take into 
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The group is mindful of the original justification for the 
adoption of different rules of sharing for different types of 
matrimonial property. It was that there should be an irreducible 
minimum of I,,hat might be ,called "'core" property in a. ma1rria9e 
which. should ~J,_w~ be ,aqus1lly shared ex,cept in extraordinary 
circumstances. The house. car and household goods were therefore 
placed in this special category. The distinction was essentially 
transitional and has now outlived its usefulness. 

Second. such a system would simplify both the classification and 
the division of matrimonial property. It would. therefore. avoid 
arbitrary results in the classification of the matrimonial home 
and family chattels. At present, classification can depend en 
such matters as whether a particular car or boat was used by one 
spouse only, or by the family as a whole. 

Third, the abolition of the distinction between domestic property 
and the balance of the matrimonial property is likely to lead to 
greater certainty. The courts have developed guidelines for the 
exercise of judicial discretion to depart from equal sharing of 
the ba, L::lnce of th13 ma tr imonia 1 property. Fo1c e:irnmpl e, in ~ v 
Heid [1979] 1 NZLR S72 the Court of l~i.ppeal empha,sised that equal 
sharing should be the norm. It should be departed from only in 
twu situations: where one spouse has contributed more to the 
marriage partnership through positive efforts; or where one spouse 
has brought separate property into the matrimonial property pool. 
Significant departures from equal sharing should be rare. 

Nevertheless. difficulties remain. It is not easy to predict when 
there will be a departure from the presumption of equal sharing. 
It is even more difficult to advise on the size of the sha=es that 
will be .aw,uded. For example. in ~ the Court of Jtppeal 11•alc1 
that a 60:40 division in favour of the husband was appropriate. 
In Walsh v Walsh (1984) 3 NZFLR 23, on the other hand. a 
differently constituted Court of Appeal held that the wife who had 
worked hard on the family farm and cared for two children during a 
10 year: mar: r ic~ir;r,e wa1s entitled t,o a qua, r t~H only of tbe p.rope r ty" 
The court was influenced by the fact that the husband had carried 
the greater burden of the farm work and had provided the major 
part of the assets as well as the means of earning the family 
income. 

Research by J Mand CJ Krauskopfl4 indicates that the 
guidelines laid down by the Court of Appeal tend to be ignored 
,,.,lH,m lawyers in )?rivaite r;,ractice a.dvis,1'l their cli 12nts on :s21 
agreements. Some responses indicated that the percentage of the 
balance of the matrimonial property received by the homemaker 
spouse in settlements varied inversely with the total value of the 
assets. If the value of matrimonial property is large. a rather 
small,er percenta,9 1e of it 1ma1r be suffici,ent to "satisfy°' or: mt'!et 
th 1e "needs" of the honH,,ma1 kE::r s 9ous 1a. Tr1l s ha1 ppenr,, al thou9h the 
Act does not authorise differential a,apr1nd,ent upon 
size of tk1 1e~ 011 18.r,a.ll ~Bata.t(~ a:n.d g,t1ch. ar1 ap1Jrc,ac;Jn dist,orts t:h.e:' 
policy of the Act. 
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Fourth. the application of slS turns on the difficult concept of 
setting a value on widely varying types of contribution. Section 
14r on the other hand, is relatively straightforward and can be 
applied with greater ease because of the way in which it has been 
interpreted by the courts. The group is confident that a single 
test for marriages other than those of short duration - ie. 
extraordinary circumstances which render equal sharing repugnant 
to justice - would give the courts sufficient scope to avoid 
injustices which might be caused by a rigid rule of equal division. 

A fifth reason for the group's recommendation is that a tighter 
rule of equal sharing should mean that more couples leave their 
marriages with equal amounts of matrimonial property. This will 
help to diminish the problem of discrepancies in spouses' living 
stapdards. d.e~cribed, above. 

Sixth;,,.;,there should not ,be a significant; discrepa.ny betw,een the 
rules· of ,tiivisJon that apply1 inter, vivas and on death. 
The ,substanti,pl discretion available under slS, cannot, as a matter 
of practicalit;y, alone. apply to devolut.ion .of property on death. 

Finally, the group notes that various overseas jurisdictions which 
have a matrimonial property regime. have uniform r,ules for the 
division of matrim9nial property. No distinction is made between 
different types of matrimonial property. For example, Ontario and 
Saskatchewan exclude certain property (gifts from third parties, 
inherited proper.ty) from t:he matrimonial property regime. but the 
balance. is .shar:,ed. Jt is in.teresting to note that under the 
Ontario Family ,Law Reform Act 198P only family property was 
available for sharing., The Family Law Act 1986 widened the pool 
of pr,ope,rty available for shar.ing by dropping the concept of 
family property. 

By and large. European jurisdictions with a community of property 
regime do not distinguish between classes of matrimonial property. 

EFFECT OF POST-SEPARATION ACTIONS 

Positive Contributions 

~ection 2(3) provides that shares in matrimonial property are 
determined as at the date of separation. The present law does not 
provide .for the consideration of any contributions to matrimonial 
property J:>r the care of children made aft.er separation. In order 
to take such co·ntributions into account the courts have. used 
s2(2). which allows property to be valued as at a date other than 
the date of the hearing. In Meikle v Meikle [1979) 1 NZLR 137, 
the wife was deserted by the husband after 10 years of marriage. 
For four years after se.paration sh,e reared,. their three children. 
paid the mortgage on the matrimonial •home and made improvements to 
the home which increased its value. She received no assistance 
from her husband. The Court of Appeal was able to take the wife's 
efforts into account only by using s2(2). In Rush v Rush (1986) 4 
NZFLR 236 the Court of Appeal again used s2(2) to take into 
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account the wife's contributions over approximately ten years 
since se.paration. In Rush the court clarified that the 
maintenance of children would be considered as a contribution to 
the marriage partnership. as well as a contribution to the 
property itself. 

The drawback with this approach is that s2(2) was not intended for 
this purpose. 

The group recommends that the courts should be expressly empowered 
to consider contributions ~made after separation. 

Dissipation of Property 

If a spouse dissipates matrimonial property after separation. the 
pool of matrimonial property available for sharing is reduced. 
The present law does not specifically permit the courts to make 
allowances for d iss ipa ted property. Thiis causes injustice. 
The courts have at tempted to reso.,lve the problem but with varying 
degrees of success. The gr.cup cons ider.ed whetl'her provision should 
be made entitling the court to "claw back" property to make up for 
the dissipated pr:operty. It took the :view that "claw back" 
provisions were likely .to be of limited ef feet because property 
may have been removed fro~ the jurisdiction or have ceased to 
exist. 

Instead. the group recommends th0at the value of the property in 
existence at separation be taken into account when mak1ng an order 
for division. The value of dissipated property should be deducted 
from the share of the partner responsible for that dissipation (or 
f ram that partn.er 's separate property if there is insufficient 
matrimonial property). 

SPECIAL TYPES OF PROPERTY: TRUSTS AND. COMPANIES 

Problems _ 

The Matrimonial Property Act 1976 deals with the division of 
property beneficially owned by either or both spouses. Property 
settled on trust will not necessarily be available for division. 
Depending on. the terms of the trust. trust property may be 
distributed for the benefit of only one of the spouses and the 
children. or for the children alone. If the tru~t is established 
or used as a deliberate d.evice for defeating a spouse's interest 
under t,he ,Act the disposition .may be set aside under s44 of the 
Act. But such an intention is very difficult to prove. 

Difficulties may also arfse with discretionary trusts. 
After separation the trustees may decide that the sepatated spouse 
should receive no further benefits . 

• 
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If the disadvantaged spouse is a beneficiary under the trust an 
application may be made under s33(3)(m) of the Act to vary the 
terms of the trust. Similarly. slB2 of the Family Proceedings Act 
1980 gives the courts wide powers to vary pre-marriage and 
post-marriage settlements. But neither provision will affect the 
actual extent of matrimonial property. 

Shares in a company held by either spouse will be matrimonial 
p~operty if they are not the spouse's separate property. But the 
property owned by the company is not shared. If the matrimonial 
home is owned by a company compensation is possible under sll(3), 
but this presupposes that there is enough other mat~imonial 
property to sustain compensation. 

R L F"isher 15 comments that 10 wll.ere ,:l husband'e: business is 
operated throu~h a company in which he holds the shares as 
separate property. the husband can deliberately inflate tha value 
of his separate property shares at the expense of the residual 
matrimonial property assets''. Fisher also comments that where a 
farm or business which is separate property is operated by a 
company which pays the wife wages for assistance it is easy to 
break the causative link between the assistance and any increase 
in value 16 . Both these issues arose in Palmer (1982) 5 MPC 116 
where the husband managed the company's funds at the expense of 
matrimonial property and to the advantage of the company's shares, 
which were his separate property. 

Reform 

In overseas jurisdictions various means have been used to deal 
with property -0wned by trusts and companies. 

In 1\.ustralia: the ·Family Law Act 1975, provides tt1at the: '"financial 
r.esourc,es'0 of a spouse! a.re to b1:ci taken into account w?hen ass,essin•g 
shares in the matrimonial property. Benefits derived from legal 
or de facto control of a trust or company ar,e included as 
financial resources. The property is not brought into the 
division but its existence may affect the division. 

The Australian La~Reform Commission17 propo~~r tn re~~i~ t'ne 
'"' V 'o• le; 7 _, u ~- "" .,,, i,;,_.~ ·~ !i 

concept of "fin21ncia,l r•esour:ces". The Comnnss1on sees 1t as a 
flexible means of taking such benefits into account. However, 
this method must be seen against the background of a broad 
discretionary approach to matrimonial property division in 
Australia. It may not be appropriate for New Zealand. 

Another method of dealing with corporate and trust property 1s to 
look behind the company or trust and. where appropriate, to 
include such property in the property to be divided {ie, the ''claw 
bacir." m•ethod). Ontario" New Brunswiclt and British. Columbia have 
adopted this method. 

The group 1s satisfied that much more effective provisions are 
necessary to prevent matrimonial property from being taken outside 
the ambit of equal division by the use of trust and corporate 
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structures. In general. matrimonial property ought not to be 
disposed of in a way that prejudices the interests of the 
non-owner spouse. The group is not referring here to ordinary 
business and family dealings but to activities that divert 
substantial amounts of matrimonial property away from one of the 
spouses. Unless matrimonial property remains such during the 
marriage. becoming available for equal division in due course. the 
social purpose of a joint matrimonial property law is lost. 

The main problem arises with dispositions through trusts or 
companles which have the effect of defeating claims under th~ 
Matrimonial Property Act. but where an intent to defeat the Act 
does not arise or cannot be proved. Clear~y. it would not be 
practicable to provide that such transactions are automatically 
void. That kind of provision would catch many genuine 
transactions. Accordingly. the group recommeµds that the courts 
have discretionary powers to deal with the different situations 
that arise. 

First. where other property exlsts (such as separate property. or 
a share in the matrimonial property) the court should be able to 
order a compensatory or equalising payment out of that .property. 
This should be the preferred option whenever practicable. 

Secon~. there will also be cases where the court should be able to 
direct that income from discretionary trusts be paid to a 
particular spouse in part-payment of a matrimonial property share. 

However. there will still be situations where the court would need 
efto distribute capital of the trust or company in order to make a 

just division under the Act. The group recommends that tbe court 
have a wide discretion to order distribution of capital in such 
situations. The discretion should be accompanied by a list of 
consid.erations to which the court must have regard when exercising 
it. Such a list would include. for example. the nature and amount 
of the dispositions made to the trust or company. 

:;. 

Finally. the courts should have power. as a last resort. to "claw 
back" specific property from a trust or company so long as this 
can be done without p~ejudicing the position of a third party who 
has acted in good faith and for valuable consideration. 

Reference should also be made to two sections -0f the 1976 Act. 
Section 43 empowers the court to restrain dispositions of property 
about to be made in order to defeat the claim or rights of any 
person under the Act. Section 44 empowers the court to set aside 
dispositions of property already made in order to defeat a claim 
or rights under the Act: 

The group recommends that ss 43 and 44 should remain and be 
strengthened. It should be noted that they are provisions of 
general application and are valuable for that reason as well as 
others. The sections should bl expanded to encompass dispositions 
that are likely to defeat or diminish. or have defeated or 
diminished (as the case may ~equire) the righ~ or claim of any 
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person under the Act. Further, an assessment by the court under 
ss43 and 44 should not depend on an applVaation by a spouse. 
The court should be able to invoke the-prdVisions of its own 
motion whenever it thinks it necess~ry to do so. The sections 
should be redrafted to reflect this. 

OTHER MATTERS 

1 MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY AND CREDITORS· .. 

Section 20 provides fo~ the classification of debts (personal or 
non-personal), the adjustment of debi:si:l~lween spouses and the 
rights of creditors, including creditors in a spouse's 
bankruptcy. Section 20 gives wide ptotection to creditors, 
because it was feared that credit to married couples might 
otherwise dry up •tirid~r the (then) noviI~iegiffie estiblished by the 
197& Act. It ~a~ also intended to pr6tect~ttie property interests 
of the non-owner spouse. 

Section 20 has caused considerable difficulties in practice. 
Some of these difficulties are discussed below. The group 
recommends that a new provision should be developed to replace it. 

Calculating available Matrimonial Property 

The aim"of the ~l~slnt Act is that the value of matrimonial 
property availa~le~lbr division sh~ll be ascertained by: 

1 Determining thiGvilhe of the ~atrlmonial property owned by 
the spouses. 

2 Deducting all qualifying (matrimonial) debts from this total 
value. 

The net balance of the matrimonial property is then divided. 

However s20(5} states that the available matrimonial property 
shall be ascertained by deducting specified debts from the 
property "owned by each spouse". · The effect is that the 
assessment of debts afid the ~mount of matrimonial property 
available for sha'.rin"g is not approached on a global basis. If a 
spouse has incurred a matrimohial debt, but does not own any 
property from which the debt can be deducted, no credit for the 
debt can be given . 

The group recommends that the drafting be changed to better 
reflect the statutory intent. 

Personal Debts 

The group recommends that three principle~ should apply to the 
treatment of personal debts. 
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l re personal debts have been paid out f matrimonial 
property the non-debtor spouse hould be entitled to n equalising 
pa from the debtor spouse's share of matrimonia pr per (or 
separate proper if there is insufficient matrimonial property . 

L Where personal debts are 
account in determining the va ue 
for shar.:ing, 

n9 t sk101J ld 
proper 

taken i to 
ava i labl,c;; 

3 If personal debts are secu on matrimonial proper the 
non-debtor spouse should be ent tlgd t0 an equalising payment from 
the deb or spouse's share f matrimonial pr per o separate 
proper if t rs 1s 1n ficient mat monial propert ). 

The group considered a fourth principle. 

4 Where personal debts have be n id out of the non-debtor 
spouse's separate proper • an equal sing payment should be made. 

The group was divided on her 
should be incorporat8d in a pr 

or not the fourt principle 
sion dealing with matrimonial 

proper and creditors. 

The group discussed some of he difficulties 
definition in s20(7). 

The first c ncerns debts incurred joint This part of the 
present definition an be interpreted reference to either 
substance or form. For example. a gambl ng debt expunged a 
mortgage on the family home creates a further debt which may be 

thin the definition of a matrimonial debt but in substance 1s 
(or ought to be) a per anal debt. 

There is a second difficulty th de ts incu red n the cours of 
a common enterprise. De ts incurred in r spec of a farm or other 
business which 1s separate may well be cau t 
s20{7)(b). yet because the rty is se rate prop r only the 
owner spouse 11 reap its nefit. 

Again. under existing law a debt incurred to improve matrimonial 
proper may neverthelesE be held t be a personal debt see 
Jtnden,on ( 1930) 3 MPC l ,Jt!hEn:e improvements rco1ai=e mad,e to factory 
buildings which were matrimonial proper 

Ttu2: ,group 
resolved 

examined whether difficulties of this kind 
a broad brush definition under which a ma 

ould be 
rcimonial 

debt was expressed o be a debt incurred for a matrimonial 
pur se. This a roach was rejected because of the substantial 
degree of discret on it entailed. The group concluded tha a more 
de ailed provision was needed but that further work would be 
required in order to settle the details. Accordingly. the group 
does not present her a redraft of s20(7 
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Clearly, some parts of the current definition will remain useful. 
One of them is the notion of a debt incurred in the course of a 
common enterprise carried on by the spouses, though the difficulty 
refereed to above in connection with separate p£operty enterprises 
will have to be resolved. 

Second. there should be a provision that debts incurred for the 
purpose of acquiring. improving. or maintaining the matrimonial 
property (and not just the home and chattels) are matrimonial 
d.ebts 0 

Third. it is reasonable that a debt incurred in the course of 
managing the household or bringing up a child of the marriage 
ought to be a matrimonial debt. 

Generally. most members of the group are satisfied that the 
definition of matrimonial debt should be wide. This is based on 
the view that spouses in a partnership should share the 
partnership debts as ~ell as the partnership assets even where 
most of che property i.s owned and managed by one spouse. 

Definition of Personal Debt 

TlH:i group n'2:co:mm(ands that a personal debt be det 1ned as "any debt 
1,ihic:h is not & matri1nonial dEibt''. 

Matrimonial Proeertv and Bankruptcv 

Section 20{1)(a) and (bl of the Act provides that secured and 
unsecured creditors of a spouse shall have the same rights against 
that spouse and property owned by that spouse as if the Act had 
not been passed: all property that would have passed to the 
Official Assignee on or following the bankruptcy of a spouse if 
the Act had not been passed (and no other) shall pass to the 
Official Assignee. 

The result of this provision is that on the bankruptcy of a spouse 
the eights of creditors take precedence aver a matrimonial 
property claim of the non-bankrupt spouse, who may end up with 
little or no matrimonial property. 

Section 20(2) and (3) were intended to give some protection to the 
non-ban}-;:rupt spm3d:i'.19 by providing fer a "protected interest" in the 
matrimonial home or the proceeds of sale where the home has been 
sold. The protected interest is not available to satisfy the 
ynsecured personal debts of the bankrupt spouse. 

The 11 prot1acted int,ar1:,ist" is defin'2}d 2,s the lesser of the 
"r:q;:,ecified sum" (currently ~:144,000} or: half tb,e equity in thei 
matrimonial home. 

Fishe:r 18 has pciint,e,d out th.1:,t ttu:'! "pr:ot,ected interest" is 
something of a misnomer since unsecured non-personal debts must be 
deducted from it in order to arrive at the net protected interest 
of the non-owner spouse. It follows that the non-owner spouse 



does not receive the 11 benefit £ the so called protected 
interest. In many cases the deduction a unsecured non-personal 
debts 11 reduce or extinguish the gross protected interest 
Fo1c f::~arnplie$ i11 s.t~a\rer1~{J!t:1 1\r Ste-rilren._son arid ()fficia1 AssitJili~e (1 1

; 1 81 
4MPC 193, he ne proceeds of sale f the matr1 nial home by the 
bankrupt husband amounted to $6,910: after deducting non-personal 
debts of $5.11 he fe 1 s protected interest was only $1.796. 

Another difficul is that an owners ee can defeat the interest 
of the o her spouse the matr nial home mortgaging it to 
secure a personal debt or a ebt ncurred for the benefit of 
sepa ate proper On bankrupt , the non-owner spouse will be 
entitled to half the egui in the hoilie - but there may be little 
o n.o equi 

The position under the Matrimonial Pro rty Act 1 76 does not 
compare we l th he protection a~corded by the Jo nt ly 
Homes Act 1964. Under s9(2)(d) of the Joint Fami Homes Ac . the 
estate and in erest of husband and e (or the sur vor) in the 
ettled propa!::: con nue not~ithstandi 

interes the spouse may have in the joint f home, all the 
proceeds if any} from its sale. transfer, or other disposition 
shall be deemed not to be property within he meani f the 
Insolvency Act 1967: sll(d. Joint Family Homes Act. 

The provision is subject to any order made by the court under sl6 
of the Joint Family Homes Act and to certain provisos. One pr so 
is that in any case where the property has been settled thout 
the istrar giving notice in the prescribed manner. and the 
settler is adjudicated bankrupt within two years after the date 
when the prope~ty became setcled. the settlement shall be void as 
against the Official Assignee 

Where the settlor is adjudicated bankrupt and the net value 
(equi ) of the set~led proper y exceeds the spec fied sum 
(currently $44,000) the Assignee may app to the court under s16 
for an order directing he ancellation of the settlement as to 
any part of the proper which is not essential to the dwelling 
house or flat in which the owners reside and have the r home and 
direct a mortgage r sa e of he whole of the settled proper and 
distribution f the money borrowed or of the proceeds of the sale 
1n accordance with s17. 

In making an order under this section the court must bserve the 
policy of the Act that a joint fami home settled er the Act 
shall be preserved for he benefit of the registered pr prietors 
and their family. The greater the hardship to the registered 
proprietors and their f • the weightier must be the 
ountervailing circumstances necessary to be proved in order to 

Su tify ma~dng an order for s le: O+_ficial ~i.'.l2.s:i::d .. qn12H,, of Pannell v 
Pannell [1966] NZLR 324. In that case Wllson J observed that 
a.:atcJn.,Jst h.e () o~i..18 circ 1umst2hr:tc(a:'t~ t,}h.icl'1 rr.rc,,.,1ld 1ea 1d tl1e C(t-u.rt to 
exercise its discretion making an order of sale are 
unc nscientious dealings th his reditors and his 
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expenditure of money which should have been used in payment of his 
debts in making capital .improvements to the settled property. 
The very considerable total of the 1bankrupt's debts and the large 
number of creditors. without more. do not warrant making an order 
for sale. 

The court refused the application for an order directing the sale 
on the ground that no circumstances had been proved of sufficient 
weight to justify depriving the defendants and their children of 
the home. which. by the Act. was prirna facie intended to.be 
preserved to them in circumstances of financial adversity. 

Registrations of joint family homes have decreased partly because 
there appears to be a public perception that the Matrimonial 
Property Act protects the interests of spouses and partly because 
the Housing Corporation no longer insists on registration. 

Members of the working group agree that the interests of a 
non-owner spouse in the matrimonial home deserve better protection 
in the event of bankruptcy. One way of achieving this aim would 
be to treat a matrimonial home (or homestead or proceeds from the 
sale of a matrimonial home) as if it were a joint family home. 

The group recommends that s20 be redrafted to reflect the 
following principles: 

1 on the bankruptcy of a spouse. the bankrupt's estate or 
interest in the matrimonial home (or its equivalent under sll(2)) 
does not pass automatically to the Official Assignee. 

2 The Official Assignee may apply to the court to have the home 
(or its equivalent) declared an asset in the bankruptcy only if 
the equity in the home exceeds the specified sum determined from 
time to time by Order in Council. 

3 If the court directs a sale or mortgage of the home. the 
proceeds should be applied in the following way: 

discharge of apy mortgage. charge or encumbrance §ecured 
on the rnatrimonial~horn@l 

payment of all costs and expenses; 

payrnent,of the balance to a trustee to hold the 
specified shafe on trust and to pay the residue to the 
Official Assignee. 

Comment should be made on the prov1s1ons in the Joint Family Hornes 
Act that registration of a joint family home is void against the 
Official Assignee if settlement took place within two years of 
bankruptcy and was not advertised. It may be necessary to modify 
the above proposals in some suitable way so that unfairness to 
creditors is avoided. if. say. the home was purchased within two 
years of the bankruptcy and the purchase was intended. or had the 
effect of defeating creditors. 
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If the above recommendations are accepted. it may be possible to 
repeal the Joint Family Homes Act 1964 which has now been 
overtaken by events in various respects. 

The group also considered s43 of the Insolvency Act 1969: 
43(1) provides that: 

"~trnr mon.ey or other property of the w·ife 112..1-1.t oz: 
entrusted by her to her husband for the purpose of any 
trade or business carried on by him. or any money lent 
by her to him for any purpose. shall be treated as 
assets of her husband's est2te in case of his 
bankruptcy or of his estate being administered under 
Pa=t XVII of this Act. unl~ss it is proved by the 
person who so asserts that the lending or entrusting 
was in good faith and took plac~ more than four years 
befo~e the adjudication. under reservation of the 
wife's claim as a creditor for the amount or value of 
that money or other property as a deferred debt 
pursuant to paragraph (i) of subsection (1) of section 
10,~ of this Act." 

Subsection (2) contains a similar provision concerning loans by a 
husband to a wife. 

Subsection (3) provides that: 

"Any sacur i ty or ch.~rgjI,1 over an:y· propert:r of th'E! 
bankrupt taken as security in respect of any money or 
other property referred to in subsection (1) or 
subsection (2) of this section shall be voidable as 
against the Assignee, unless it is proved by the person 
who so asserts that the security or charge was given in 
good faith and more than four years before the 
adjudication and at or before the time when the money 
to r~i1hich it r,aJLates v12,s i,ant or ent.rusted." 

These provisions appeared in substantially similar f~cm as section 
5 of the Married Women's Property Act 1884. Changes made in 1967 
limited the provisions to loans made within four years of 
adjudication and inserted subsection (3). 

The purpose of section 43 can easily be defeated if the loan ia 
made through a company or a trust. Similarly, if the loan is made 
to a spouse who is not a sole trade~ or a partner, hut the major 
shareholder in a family company. lt would not be caught by 
section 43. Sole traders as such have become rare. Most operate 
through a private company. 

Under the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 each spouse is free to 
deal with his or her propsrty. Married w0men are no longer under 
the disabilities to 0hich they were subjected in 1884. There doe 
noc appear to b,e any justit"icztt:ilon now to have special punitbH~ 
provisions relating to inter-spousal loans. 
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The group recommends that s43 be repealed. It is inconsistent 
with the Matrimonial Property Act. It-Is also outdated, and can 
easily be circumvented by persons with a modicum of business skill. 

2 CONTRACTING OUT OF THE MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY ACT: SECTION 21 

Section 21 provides spouses ~ith the power to enter into an 
agreement concerning the status, ownership and division of their 
property (including future property) for the purpose of either 
contracting out of the provisions of the Matrimonial Property Act 
or settling differences between them over property matters. 

Subsections (4)-(6) set out formal req~irements which must be 
satisfied in order for an agreement to be valid. These· 
requirements are: 

1 The agreement must be in writing and be signed by both 
parties. 

2 Each party must have independent legal advice. 

3 The agreement must be witnessed by a solicitor. 

4 The witnessing solicitor must certify that the effect and 
implications_of t~e agreement have been explained to the party 
signing. 

Failure to comply with these formalities will render an agreement 
void unless the court exercises its power to approve the agreement 
on the grounds that the non-compliance has not materially 
prejudiced either spouse. 

An agreement may also be set aside by the court if it would be 
unjust to give effect to it (s21(8)(b)). Subsection (10) provides 
a list of factors that the court must consider when deciding 
whether or not an agreement is unjust. 

The group is satisfied that a metho~ of contracting out of the Act 
must remain. However, the gfoup is less satisfied that the 
balance of the present section is the best that can be attained. 
The f6rmalities in sub$ections (4)-(6) are very probably less of a 
safeguard than the power vested in the courts to set aside unjust 
agreements. The group contents itself with the general 
recommendation that the balance of s21 be reviewed with the object 
of framing a provision that places less emphasis on the 
formalities of making an agreement and more emp~asis on the 
grounds for overturning an agreement. 

The group has not addressed the details of the exercise of these 
powers but recommends they that also be reviewed. 
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Sections 27 and 28 enable the court to make respectively. an 
occupation order or a tenancy order in favour of a spouse. 
Section 2BA provides that when determining whether or not to make 
an occupation or tenancy ocder and the terms of such an order, the 
,:;our t ":s ha 11 have part icu 1ar reqra.rd to th,a need to provide .a 11ome 
far any minor dependent chira of the marriage and may also have 
re 1gc:r.d to all otl1.er rj.e1 1e\ta11,t. 1'.~it-,:;:!1Jinsta.r1c~t~~1,, (,~ 

There is criticism that the courts' approach to s2BA is not 
consistent. The need to provide 2 home is sometimes said to be 
the primary factor and. at other times. just one factor out of 
many. Inconsistency may stem from difficulty in giving primacy to 
the need for a home when the clea~ break principle would require 
the home to be sold. 

The group is of the opinion that the words '' ... have particular 
regard to ... 11 express quite clearly that more importance should 
be placed on the need to provide a home for depandants than on 
other factors. It is not appaient what more can be done to give 
greater emphasis ta the policy inherent in the section. The group 
does not recommend going to the extrem~ of stating that the home 
must not be sold where th<He zu:e mino.r dependent childr 12n of the 
marriage. That approach is too inflexible. There may be less 
drastic solutions. Further, considerable injustice may be caused 
to the spouse not having occupation and any dependants living with 
that spouse. Finally. such a provision might well inflame custody 
disputes if custody carries with it the virtual certainty of 
possession of the family home. 

However. the group does recommend that the drafting of s28A be 
scrutinised to see whether there is an appEopriate means of 
strengthening its provisions while preserving a fair and 
reasonable balance. 

NOTICE OF IN'rE:llRST Fi.G2\INS'r TITLE _ _; SECTION •12 

Section 42 provides that a party who has a claim undeE the Act to 
an interest in land subject to the Land Transfer Act 1952 may 
register that interest on the title. The purpose is to pre~ent 
the rights of the non-owning spouse being defeated by a sale or 
other disposition of the land. 

The group 1 s view is that s42 works well enough within its limited 
sphere of application. The critical question is whether or not 
the ambit of s42 should be extended beyond land. 

The group observes that. realistically, s42 could only be extended 
to property. registration of which would constitute public notice 
of the interest. This would exclude the application of s42 to 
shares. for example. 
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The only other possible categories of property would be cars 
(under the proposed central registration system) and boats. 
The group considers that these categories of property ara not 
significant enough to warrant special piovision. and that the 
application of s42 to theae areas may cause more problems than it 
solves. 

The group therefore recommends that the application of s42 not be 
extended beyond land. 

The working group dr~ws attention to the comments made on page 13 
above about encouraging the couKtB to make use of the power to 
award capital maintenance. 

The group recommends that an express provision be inserted in the 
new Matrimonial Property Act concerniqg tbe power to award lump 
sum maintenance, in accordance with the principles set out in 
Part VI of the Family Proceedings Act 1980, out of che share of 
matrimonial property belonging to the party whom the court 
considers ought to provide lump sum maintenance to the other party. 

6 CONCURRENT ,JURISDICTION 

Both the High Court and the Family Courts have jurisdiction to 
hear cases undec the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 (s22). 
Where proceedings are initially commenced in a Family Court, the 
Family Court Judge has a discretion to refer the proceedings to 
the High Court. whethec on application o~ otherwise. if the Judge 
considers that they could be more appropriately dealt with in the 
High Court (s22(2)). A party may also apply to the High Court to 
have the case removed into the High Court. The High Court must 
order accordingly unless satisfied that the proceedings would be 
more appropriately dealt with in a Family Court. 

The group recom:m,ands that concu.r n2lnt jnr i sa ict ion be abo 1 i sh.r::!d ie, 
that the right to commence matrimonial property proceedings in the 
High Court be removed. Concurrent jurisdiction was kept in the 
1976 Act largely for reasons of caution. In practice, however, 
the great majority of matrimonial property cases are now heard in 
the Family Courts. It is time to recognise that situation. 
A further reason for abolishing the concurrent jurisdiction is 
that it can be used for tactical advantage, often to the detriment 
of the spouse who is financially less secure. The removal of 
concurrent jurisdiction will help to place spouses on a more equal 
footing. 
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SECTION C 

DEVOLUTION OF MATRIMONIAL PROPERTY ON DEATH 

Need for Reform 

The Matrimonial Property Act 1976 only applies to proceedings 
commenced while both spouses are alive~ A widow or widower 
dissatisfied with her or his share of the matrimonial property 
under the~will. or on an intestacy. must apply for a further share 
under the Matrimonial Property Act 1963, which remains in force 
for this limited purpose only. That Act does 1n .. ot provida: for 
equal sharing of matrimonial property. As a result, a non-owner 
spouse wn,ose marriage. has come to a,n end by death ts worse off 
than one whose marriage has•broken do~n. because that ~pouse is 
not entitled to receive an equal share of matrirfi6nial property. 

It has long been recognised that th:i!s result: is unfair and· 
untenable. The group. is ·•Unani?,Jtli!tus ,Itlia't Jtfie tnewrnifatr imonia l 
Property Act should p.rr.ovide for t!'ffe,.<ae1tto1l!Jtzioa of matrimonial 
property on death~ 

Policy Objective 

The Matrimonial Property Act 1976 has among its objectives: 
11 ••• to tecognise the equal contribution .. of husba:bd .and wife· to 
the marriage partnership; to provide for a just division of the 
matrimoni1al prG,perty between the spouses when their marriage ends 
by separation or divorce~ arid in certain other circumstances .. ~· 11 

The worki,ng group .agrees that the same objective sfroUl·d apply to 
the ~ituation on 4eath. Surviving spouses 'should.be entitled to 
their just share of •atrimonial property. which will usually be a 
half sha~e. To express the ob}ective another way; tfie surviving 
spouse should be~no worse off than dne whose marriage ha~ broken 
down during the joint lives of the spouses. 

Indeed, one member of the~qroup would go further. arguing that the 
situation on death is differ:ent and requires different rules. 
The survi'virig spouse Should, tn:erefore, be better off and the need 
for further provision to be· made under inheritance law 'should be · 
reduced as much as ·possible. This member proposes that the family 
home and the f.amily chattels should automatically vest in the 
survivor. 

The test of the group considers that this proposal blurs the 
distinction between matri~onial property legislation and 
inheritance law. It seeks to satisfy the perceived needs of the 
survivor rather than to secure a just division of the matrimonial 
property. The function of matrimonial property law is to ensure 
that a marriage partner whose marriage has come to an end receives 
what is rightfully his or her own property. It should go no 
further than that. 1f a deceased has failed to make proper 
provision for the survivor"'out of the deceased's share of 
matrimonial property or separate property. the survivor should 
apply for an appropriate award under inheritance law. 



The proposed survivorship prov sion would not necessarily 
eliminate the need for an appl cation for further provision out of 
the estate under inheritance law. There may be no matrimonial 
home. Even if the matrimonial home passes to tha survivor, the 
survivor may require further provision out of the estate to ensure 
an adequate standard of living. The majority of the group is 
content ta make recommendations on the basis that a surviving 
spouse must be entitled to his or her proper share of matrimonial 
property under the new Matrimonial Property Act but without 
prejudice to a claim for a furthec share being lodged under 
revised family protection legislation. 

The Matrimonial Property Act is based on the principle of deferred 
participation. This means that during the subsistence of the 
marriage the spouses may deal with their individual property as 
they please. Entitlement to a division of matrimonial property 
arises on separation and divorce. and will also arise on death if 
the gioup's recommendation is accepted. During the subsistence of 
the ma.rria<Ji:a, the spotH,,es have a.rn undefined "'interest" in a share 
of matrimonial property. If a testator disposes of more than the 
testator's share of matrimonial property by will, he or she is 
plainly purporting to giv,e away som,:athing that alr<Eioidy "belongs 11 

to someone else. The working gcoup is agreed that a surviving 
spouse's claim for a share of matrimonial property should always 
take precedence over a claim under inheritance law. After the 
survivor's share of matrimonial property has been determined a 
court may consider the competing claims of the survivor and other 
beneficiaries for further provision out of the matrimonial 
property of the ~~ceased or any separate ~roperty owned by the 
dec,e,H,ed. 

Scace of the reform 

The working group is unanimous that the new provisions should 
apply to existing wills. Otherwise the new law is likely to be 
regarded as a sham by many people who might legitimately have 
expected to benefit from it. This view is shared by the 
New Zealand Law Society. It is clear that the maximum social 
impact of the change could be deferred for a very long period if 
the new Act applied only to wills made after its commencement. 
There could even be a temptation for some testators not to update 
their wills in an effort to evade the application of the 
legislation. It is probably worth recalling that the Testator's 
Family Maintenance Act 1900 applied to existing wills. That Act, 
too, had a very significant effect on the capacity of tescators to 
dispose definitively of property. 

A point of detail that will need to be further considered is 
whether the new Act should be applied to the estates of persons 
who have died before its commencement. 
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Property to be shared 

The Matrimonial Property Act defines· "matrimonial property" and 
"separate property". Only ,matrimonial property is available for 
sharing when the marriage ~dmes to an end. 

Subject to what follows, the working group. takes the view that the 
same principle should apply to the situation on death. This view 
is shared by the Family Law qommittee of the New Zealand Law 
Society. 

When one spouse has died there is likely to be greater difficulty 
in ascertaining whether some of tl}e ,PitQperty is :matz.:imgnial or 
separate property. To ease problems -0f classification, there 
would be a s•t:atqtory presumption: to the eff.•ect that, Uir the 
absence of evidence to the contrary, ·all property owned by a 
spouse at the date of death is matrimonial property except for 
property acquirjd by succession. survivorship, as a beneliciary 
under a ttust or by gift from a third party. (It would still of 
course be possjble•t90Show that the excluded categories hatj become 
matrimonial property, cf sl0 of the 1976 Act1) 

Insurance. policies taken out by the deceased and fully paid up at 
the time of the marriage or enuring for the benefit of a third 
party wjuld be sepatate property. Under the Act insurance: 
policies ate matrimonial property except as just described. 
The vie~ of some members is that the proceeds of insurance 
policies taken out for the benefit of the survivor should become. 
the survivor• s separate property on death. The result would' be . 
that the proceeds of such a policy would not be taken into account, 
in computing the survivor's share of matrimonial property. 
A similar principle shbuld apply to superannuation or pension~ 
benefits. Any benefit payable to the survivor on the death of the 
deceased should be the survivor's separate property. 

The reasons given were that the deceased had intended the survivor 
to obtain the policy proceeds or superannuation benefits and that 
the proceeds do not form part of ,the estate under normal. insurance 
law. The members holding this vie~ could see no conceptual~ 
difficulties with this approach. They argued the analogy of· gifts 
made out of matrimonial property which become the separate 
property of the donee and also relied upon s9(4), which states 
that property received after separation is:prima facie separate: 
property. 

Other members consider that to have one category of matrimonial 
property, available for sharing during the joint lives. and a 
different category for division after death, blurs the objective 
of the reform. The propo·sal to confer broader rights on the 
surviving spouse seeks to satisfy the financial ne,eds @;f the 
survivor via a division of matrimonial prop;er.t.y, rather than 
through the application of inheritance law if the deceased has not 
made adequate provision for the ~urvivor. 
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These members take the view that insurance policies and 
superannuation benefits should remain mattimonial property on 
death. If a policy or benefit is payable to the survivor it 
should be counted in the computation of the survivor's share of 
matrimonial property. These members cons1dered that there was a 
conceptual difficulty about converting one category of matrimonial 
property to separate property on death. 

Principles of division 

On the death of a spouse the survivor would be entitled to a half 
share in the equity of the matrim6nial ho~e and the family 
chattels (or a half share in the value of a notional home if there 
is no matrimonial-home or if the home is a homestead) and a half 
share in the residue~of the matrimonial property. 

Marriages of short duracion~ 

The 1976 Act makes special provisions for marr1a~es of short 
duration. defined as marriages in)which the spouses have~lived 
together as husband and wife for a period of less than three 
years. The rule of equal division o.f the hGme and f,amily chattels 
does not apply to any asset owned -holly 6r substantially by one 
spouse at the date of the marriage; or to, any a'sset urat has come 
to one spouse after the date of the marriage by succession or by 
survivorship or as the benefiala~y under a trust or~by Vift from a 
third person; , or., where the contribution of one spouse t6 the. 
marriage partnership has cleatly been disproportiofiately greater 
than that of the other spouse. In the circu~itances mentioned, 
the home and family chattels are divided on the basis of the 
contribution of each spouse to the marriage partnership. 

The working group discussed whether the special provisions relating 
to marriag1es of ·short duration should apply to the situation on 
death. The group agrees that different considerations apply. 
The marriage is not terminated voluntarily. The survivor may 
suffer hardship if the short duration of the marriage is a factor 
affecting division. For example. a husband may die after le·ss 
than three years of marriage leaving a widow with one or two small 
children. At the other end of the scale is the older or el~erly 
person who marries (or remarries) and dies soon after. Some would 
see equal division of property as a windfall to the surviving 
spouse. But this~is not necessarily so. The death of an older 
person is likely to occur sooner than the death of a younger 
person and this factor can be taken into account by entering into 
a matrimonial property agreement. 

There is also the point that calculation of the survivor's share 
on the basis of contribution would hinder the speedy 
administration of esta.tes. The group observes that current 
intestacy provisions do not make any special provisions for short 
marriages. 
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The working group recommends that any special prov1s1ons relati 
to marriages of short duration should not apply to the divisior 
matrimonial property on death. However, the court should have 
residual discretion i~ cases of perceived injustice to make a 
different allocation of property under an "extraordinary 
circumstances" provision. 

Basic approaches: Discretion to choose or "fixed share" approc 

The injustice of the present regime is that a survivor of a 
marriage partnerslip is not entitledJ as of right, to a half st 
of the matrimonial property when the other spouse dies. 

The workingrgronp endorsed the following principles when 
considering the implementation of e~ual sharing. 

1 The new Act 
surviving spouse 
property. There 
given .. an "award" 

should expressly provide that, on death, the 
is entitled to share equally in the matrimonic 
can be no question of survivors simply being 
out ot th.e :t'estat,or I s l!;>,roperty. 

2 The new regime should:: be a•S sim;ple as possible consistent 
with the purpose. of the r.eform. ;eJ.void,ing complicated 11>roceduree 
and. lit.igation which; would;,dep:lete the estate. 

A majority of the working group consider.s that, on death, the 
survivor should have a choice whether to take under the terms c 
the will or.y to rec1aive a half share of matrimonial property 
pursuant to the statutory provisions. 

In coming to•this~view the majo~ity took account of the followj 
considerations: 

1 Research undertaken by the Department of Justice some yea1 
ago show& that about two thirds of all husbands leave their en1 
estates. to thei~ wives. Nearly half of all wives leave their 
entire estates to their husbands, or to the husband and childr • 

The Pub:.:lic Trust Offi"ce. has indicated that t·hese trends are st: 
evident. A compulsory allocation of half the matrimonial prop • 

on deat·h would complicate the administration o.f wills · 
unnec.essar i ly. 

2 Survivors could be obliged to receive half the matrimonia: 
property even where they may n<Dt wish to do so. Different 
arrangements may have> bee1n ag;reed upon during t.he joint lives 1 

the spouses, or the survivor may prefer th~ property to go 
straight to other beneficiaries such as children, or the survi· 
may have been well provided for out of separate property. 

3 There appears to be no,persuasive reason,for forcing spou 
into a legislative straightjacket to implemefi,t a principle whe 
the objective of reform can be achieved by a more flexible and 
pragmatic approach. ~ 
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ng 4 Questions of public acceptability should not be ignored by 
of the proponents of law reform measures. If just results can be 

a achieved by less far-reaching means than automatic division of 
matrimonial property on death. there is some advantage in pursuing 
the less dramatic path. 

5 It may be that in some matters~ survivor would be worse off 
ch under the matrimonial property scheme. especially where the 

survivor's property is largely matrimonial while the deceased's is 
largely separate. 
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The elective approach is by no means unknown overseas. 
For example. it has been adopted in the Ontario Family Law Act 
1986 and recommended by the Manitoba Law Reform Commission.19 

One member of the working group is opposed to any approach 
involving a discretion to choose. The member emphasises that 
death must be an event which determines the period of deferred 
sharing. ' It is a denial of tine principle of rnBlr:riage as a. 
partnership that there is no automatic entitlement. •Also. there 
is something unseemly about asking the widow or widower to weigh 
up the course of action that leads to more financial benefit. 

~It may also distort proper inquiry under the Family Protection Act 
because it suggests that a matrimonial property entitlement is 
sufficient discharge of a testator's responsibility unless he or 
she chooses to be more generous .• There could be confusion in the 
interpretation of wills. There may be confusion, in this member's 
view, because testators will assume that their spouses will 
receive the matrimonial entitlement. A testator may intend that 
his or her spouse also receive some of the testator's entitlement. 
In cases where that further benefit is less than the entire 
estate. an election may not secure the result intended. 
A surviving spouse may take. say. a half share under the will, 
whereas the testator intended the survivor to have a three-quarter 
share (a matrimonial property share plus half of the testator's 
share). •The member acknowledges that an automatic division of 
matrimonial property on death would make the administration of 
wills more difficult but considers that the principles involved 
are too important to override. 

The other members of the working group take a more flexible 
approach. While agreeing that death is an event which 
"crystallizes" entitlement of the survivor to a half share of the 
property. they do not see this as inconsistent with a power in the 
survivor to chose not to take up matrimonial property rights. 
They could accept either an 11 optin.g-in" regime (survivor applies 
for property division) or an 11 opting-out" regime (survivor waives 
matrimonial property division). Either way, the following matters 
are important. Procedural safeguards would have to be built into 
a discretionary scheme. For example. an executor should be under 
a duty to inform the surviving spouse. in a prescribed form. of 
the right to take under the will or to seek division of the 
matrimonial property. The form should strongly recommend the 
survivor to obtain independent legal advice on his or her 
situation. 



Second. an appli~ation fo~ probate should not be able to be 
granted until the survivor has supplied an affidavit which states 
that the survivor has considered hie or her legal position and 
does or: does not wish to maJ1~,e a matrimonial property claim. 

There should be a time limit on the exercise of the option but 
plenty of time should be a~lowed for the su~vivor to obtain legal 
advic,e. 

All members agree that if the elective approach is adopted these 
proposals should be part of it. 

If the ~urvivor chooses to take under the will. administration of 
the estate would ptcce 1ad in the or.cHnary way" If th,~ survi vo.r 
chooses to take a half share of the matrimonial property, an 
application would be made to tbe Family Court to determine that 
shace. The couct would then make orders varying tbe terms of the 
w:i. l l in a mann,er tha1 t gives effect . to the sta. tut.cry p.r. inc i ple of 
equal division. In order to discou~age litigation as far as 
possible. the£e should also be express statutory provision 
empowering executors. trustees and beneficiaries to settle 
outstanding matters by agreement. with the option of placing a 
draft order before a~udge in chambers foe approval. It may be 
desirable ~o provide that the approval of a Judge is automatically 
required where the survivor is the sole executor of the will. 
e1c:cept in cases where a. grant of administration is not requir,ed. 

In either situation an application for further provision out of 
the estate under inheritance law would be possible. 

Estate of the,deceaeed 

The question arises whether the estate of the deceased should be 
entitled to sue the survivor for the deceased's share cf 
matrimonial property. (This is poseible under the Matrimonial 
Property Act 1963 but there have only ~ecently been cases on the 
point.) 

The working gcoup is unanimous that the estate should not be 
entitled to sue tbe survivor. Th~ broad obiect of the reform is 
to ensure that the survivor is no worse o~f than a spouse whose 
marriage has come to an end during the joint lives. It does not 
follow that the estate should be able to sue the survivor to 
,ensur,a that the survivor is,. left with no more tbai.n his or he.r 
share of matrimonial prope.rty" Wbi.,('1lr:.a one spm1se ha,s died 
the contest is no longer between two partners who take their share 
and then go th,eir d iff ,er:ent ways. It is betwe,en th,e sur:vi vor of ai 
marriage and the beneficia~ies under a will or on an intestacy, or 
potential family protection claimants. There is also the obvious 
point that the deceased m,ar,y have wished tl1e survi vo.r to talrn th,6 
deceased's share of matrimonial property. 

The Ontario Le:H,t Reform Commissirnn20 r1eacb1'3d the s2un,9 
conclusion. Among reasons given were that: 
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t such claims would in many cases result in 
returning in due course to the sur var; 

( b) Jli, survivor th children should not have his or her 
assets diminished by such claims. 

ew 1s reflected in the Ontario Family Law Act 1986. 

There could, however, be a problem with adult children. 
On dissolution of a marriage. the matrimonial property 11 be 
shared. The situation may arise where both partners remarry and 
one dies. l ng nothing to the children. Nor may the 
step-parent be inclined to leave a hing to adult step-children. 
Some may consider that situation to be unsatisfactory. 

One solution might be to make pr sion in a new Inhe itance Act 
enabling step-children to sue step-parents. Whether this 
situation is accepted or not. the group remains of the view that 
it is quite unsatisfactory for an estate to be able to make a 
matrimonial proper cla against a surviving spouse. 

The wocking par is unan s that contra ting-out agreements 
wi l be necessary for much the same reasons as th marriage 
breakdown. In particular. it is necessary t cater for the wishes 
of parties to second marriages. The same procedural safeguards as 
exist at present in s21 agreements (subject of course to any 
revision of that section) should app The court should have the 
power to set aside s21 agreements after death on the same grounds 
that are available in respect of spouses whose marriages end in 
brealtdown. 

Estate Duties 

The working group is conscious that implementation of the concept 
of devolution of matrimonial property on death 11 involve a 
radical reappraisal of the incidence of estate du between 
spouses. In most cases the bulk of property passing to the 
surviving spouse under a 11 would be matrimonial proper in 
which the sur r alrea has a notional half share. Second, 
pr sion made by a cou t for the su r in order to comply th 
the new principles would be in the same category. Either way. the 
court will be re-allocating proper in ich the survivor already 
has a notional half share. 

Both ilosophically and litically. it would be unacceptable to 
levy estc:ilte du. on what s regarded a.s already beiirHJ th,e 
survivor's legitimate property. Thus. re-assessment will be 
required of sections 17A. 31A. 35 and 35B of the Estate and Gift 
Duties Act 1968 and no doubt of ther provisions as well. 
However the wider policy issue for exploration is whether estate 
duty should simp be abolished between husband and fe. so that 
a surviving spouse"s share of the deceased spouse's estate would 
not attract estate duty. The gcoup recommends that the whole 
matter rece further consideration at government level. 
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CONCLUSION 

The working group is satisfied that thorough-going reform of 
matrimonial property law is now necessar~1to improve and perfect 
the significant legislation passed in 1~76. The group would like 
to see this reform carried out as a matter of some priority. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The F ly Protection Act 1955 and the Law Reform (T~stamentary 
Pr aes) Act 1949 are pieces of social legislation now overdue 
foe ce-examination. It is appropriate to consider whether the 
statutes still meet present needs and expectations in the 
li of considerable social and economic changes duri recent 
decades. 

Tih-e_Family Protection Act 1955 

As indicated by its title. the Act amends and consolidates certain 
enactments relating to claims foe maintenance and tout of 
the estates of deceased persons. Like its forerunner. the 
Testator's Maintenance Act 1900. which was the first of its 
kind in what is now the Commonwealth. the Ac reflects the 
philosophy that persons are responsible for the proper maintenance 
and support of their dependent spouses and children. 
That responsibility does not cease on death. If a person dies, 
and adequate pr sion for the proper maintenance and support of 
dependants ts not available in terms of the will or as a result of 
intestacy, the court may. in its d cretion, order that such 
provision as it thinks fit shall be made t of the estate (s4(1)). 

Spouses and children are he mos frequent cla nts. It should 
be noted that stepchildren may claim if they were maintained. or 
were legal entitled to be maintained. the deceased 
immediately before death. 

The parents of the decea 
or if no spouse or child of 
the claim, 

may cla under similar circumstances 
the marriage was al at the date of 

Gcandchildcen are also entitled to claim for further provision out 
of the estate. However. in ans ering the moral duty of the 
deceased at the date of death. the court must have regard to all 
tlh.e ciicumstances .of case and any provis n mad,e by the 
deceased. or the court. for either or both f the Sndchildren's 
parents. 

The Testator's Maintenance Act 1900 represented a major inroad 
into th,e 19th century concept of '"freedom f testation". The A.ct 
and ts successors reflect a desire to protect the interests of 
the family of the deceased against the power of the testator or 
testatrix to dispose of proper as he or she sees fi . 
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Need for Reform 

Apart from the .re-ference to "proper maintenance and support" the 
Act provides ·1ittle guidance to t~e court on how to satisfy the 
claims of applicants or alter the distribution of estates 
prescribed by the intestacy provisions of the Administration Act 
1969. 

Not surprisingly, the courts have been obliged to engage in 
judicial lawmaking both because of the Act's reticence and to take 
account of changing social citcumstances~and perceptions. This is 
particularly obvious in the way in~which the concept of a 
testator I s II moral duty•~ to provi"de pr,oper: maintenance and support 
has been interpreted over the years~ During the early years of 
the legislation it ~as virtually impossible for able-bodied adult 
sons to obtain an award out of the estate because they were not in 
need of maintenance and support. Married daughters in comfortable 
circumstances faced similar difficulti~s. 

By way of contrast~ in the latest decision of the Court of Appeal 
~ (In the Estate ofiL ,R .Roote fGA 163/!87 2;hi7 .88) a J,7 year old ,son 

of a first marriage who had been left l/7th of the est~te, and the 
residue of the termination of the wtdow•s life interest, was 
awarded half .~of the ,estate at the expense of the testator rs wife 
of 18 years who received the other half~ The son was in receipt 
of a modest income from employment. 

In the High Court it had been held that the testator had breached 
his moral,duty to his son by substantially neglecting him after 
the remarriage and by allowing his estate to pass indirectly to 
his five adult step-sons to whom he owed no moral duty. 

The High Court or4ered that the bulk of the estate be held.by the 
widow for life with the remainder to the son. (This was in line 
with the previous will.) 

The CQurt of Appeal agreed thtt the testator had breached his 
moral duty but varied the award; 

This decision represents a considerable departure from the earlier 
interpretations al "molal duty", which was perceived as a duty to 
provide proper maintenance and support for needy claimants~ 

There has been aix,tendency tq make awards solely on the basis of a 
blood relationship regardless of the need for maintenance and 
support. Similarly, adult children are awarded a share of an 
estate because they are perceived as having a 11 right 11 to inherit a 
port ien of the d·eceased pa.rent I s ,property. These awards sometimes 
reduce.bequests to sur~iving spouses, •widows in particular, 
frustrate the administration of wills and deplete.estates. 
As a result the Act, as currently interpreted,,encourages 
speculative claims and is capable of producing windfalls for 
claimants who are not in need ef mainte~ance and support even in 
the widest sense of these terms. 
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on the other hand. the Act is capable of producing injustices in 
the case of deserving persons. Brothers and sisters are unable to 
claim even though they may have made a substantial contribution to 
the deceased'& welfare or assets. although they maybe able to 
claim under the testamentary promises legislation. De facto 
spouses are also without a remedy. 

Finally, the procedural provisions of the Act are cumbersome and 
time-consuming. and need to be streamlined. 

The working group recommends that the Act be repealed and replaced 
by a new statute. 

The working group makes the general point that consultation with 
the wider community is required before decisions are taken on 
reform of this branch of the law. The group is attracted to 
making significant legal changes. On the other hand it was able 
to devote notably less time to the family protection issue than to 
other matters covered in this report. Its proposals are therefore 
broad-brush. The group welcomes further input that will test and 
refine the proposals. 

PHILOSOPHY OF NEW ACT 

The working group notes that the principle of testamentary freedom 
is still valued today. Members agree that that freedom should not 
be interfered with unless it is necessary to do so to cure 
injustice. A new Act should not be used as a means to change 
testamentary provisions unless the testator has failed to make 
appropriate financial provision for a claimant or to compensate a 
person for contributions made to the welfare or assets of the 
deceased. 

The working group considers that these concepts are preferable to 
th,e old yard-sticks of "oependency 11 and "mor:al duty" c Th,e latter: 
term in particular is incapable of precision and means different 
things to different people at different times. 

Acceptance of the concepts of the working group would also make it 
possible to repeal the testamentary promises legislation, subject 
to the safeguards mentioned in the next section. The group 
recommends that the new Act should only apply where adequate 
provision under the will or on intestacy is not available to 
satisfy the financial needs of an eligible claimant or to 
compensate an eligible claimant for contributions made by that 
person to the welfare or assets of the deceased. 

The tenor of the group's recommendation is to broaden the 
categories of eligible claimants but to narrow the criteria for a 
successful claim so that a blood relationship with the deceased, 
taken into isolation from other factors, is not sufficient. 
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The present Act allows claims by spouses, children. grandchildren, 
stepchildren (if maintained or legally entitled to be maintained 
immediately before death) and parents (if maintained or legally 
entitled to be maintained immediately before death or if no spouse 
or child of the deceased is still living at the date of the claim). 

Members of the working group consider that the class of eligible 
claimants is tco narrow. It does not pezmit claims by deserving 
clos,e relatives such a.s siblings ·who may b,e in financia,l ne,ed or 
who may have made a substantial contribution to the welfare or 
assets of the deceased. It therefore recommends that the class of 
eligible claimants should be broadened. 

If this recommendation is accepted it would also be possible to 
repeal the Law Reform (Testamentary Promises) Act 1949. 
Persons who have made a contribution to the welfare or assets of 
the deceased would be able to lodge a claim for provision out of 
the estate regardless of whether or not a pr9mise tq make a 
bequest under a will can be proved. 

However. the working group is very conscious of the need for 
adequate safeguards to prevent a multiplicity of claims being 
brought. It therefore recommends that a new Act should provide 
for three classes of claimants. Members of class 1 would be 
entitled to bring a claim as of right. Their claims would have 
priority over all others. Membecs of class 2 would also be 
entitled to bring a claim as of right. Members of class 3 would 
be entitled to being a claim only with the leave of the court. 

( 1) §,12:.Quse and d-t~J)ianden.t c.hi ldr,en 

Members of this class would be entitled to apply far further 
w• r ! ~ ~ . . 1 .. ,. -, f . ., •~ ~ ·• ·~ + " •!· . ~1 e, r, .r;: •• , ,: .. ,, \· T t'° ·•• i e;, ., •, •.· !? ·t •• • .-,, •· . PLO~lD~On OULU La.e ~b~aLe Ga UL r~ya_. ~ ~~~ LUUL g0ea unto 

make an award. that award takes precedence over all other claims 
if the estate is insufficient tQ satisfy all claims. 

At pr:t;!B,,HJ.t de 
under UH~ ltct o 

facto spouses are 
H.er,,:orirnH:'.!ndai ti cins 

s;gouses are made in Part III 

not entitled to bring a claim 
about the rights of de facto 

of this .ici::'!port, 

Members of the working group agree in principle that the term 
"child"" should be br::iadly ded:ined to emible a,11 crdldren dep~,rndent 
on the deceased to be provided for. They see no need to make 
special provision for step-children. If stepchildren are 
dependent on the deceased, thay will be able to claim as members 
of class 1. Adult step-children may be able to claim if they can 
shou financial need or contributions as members of class 2. 
There l!l7iH, no aig.re,ement o:n. the )i;:1 r,::,c:ise definition of "child 11 • 

It ttlOttld: b·~ p 1os-sib)lie tf> 11r'.:1e tt11a t1.8}CTITu u,~t1il1rl cf tt1e fa.mi11\1' 0 ~t)?k1icl1 
is used in the Family Proceedings Act 1980. Alternatively, the 
d<c?finition "treated as a child o'f th.1':J family" in the Inhe.r:itance 
(Provision foe Family and Dependents) Act 1975 (England) could be 
used. However, this is essentially a drafting matter and can be 
left to a later stage. 
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(2) Close Relatives 

Members of the group discussed which close relatives should be 
entitled to make a claim as ~embers of class 2. It was agreed 
that children who are not dependent on the deceased should be able 
to claim as members of this class. The status of brothers and 
sisters caused some disagreement. One view was that brothers and 
sisters of the deceased should be members of class 3 because they 
are usually adult and financially independent. Other members 
favoured category 2 on the ground that the relationship between 
siblings is often a close one. The Department of Justice has 
received complaints from time to time about the inability of 
siblings to make a claim under the present Act. 

The group agreed that there should be some restriction on the 
ability of parents to claim. If the gr9up. 1 s recommenciation about 
the grounds for a claim are accepted, it would be very easy for 
parents to bring a claim as mempers of cla.9 s 2 · t,~ca~se parents 
have normally made a contribution to the deceas1d 1 s welfare. 
The group agreed that possible solutions would be to allow parents 
to claim as of right as m~mbers of class 2 if th~ deceased does 
not leave a spouse or dependent children, or to simply leave 
parent~ to claim as members of class 3. 

These are clearly matters on which wider consultation is required. 

(3) Any other person 

Any other person should be able to apply for further provision out 
of the estate witb the Jeave of the court. 

The working group agrees that a catch-all category is required to 
prevent injustice in respect of deserving claimants who do not 
fall within class 1 or 2. The requirement to obtain the leave of 
the court should screen out frivolous or undeserving claims. 

Members of the working group envisage that awards under this 
heading would be made to r~cognise an~ reward past contributions 
to the welfare or assets of th€ deceased, for example, by a 
housekeeper or member of an extended family who may be financially 
insecure or without a home .as a result of the deceased's death. 

Some members would include former spouses under category~-
Other members doubt that a claim should be permitted when a former 
spouse has received a matrimonial property settlement. 
The perimeters of class 3 may require further consideration. 
One member of the group considers that former spouses should not 
be eligible claimants. After the termination of a marriage and a 
division of property there is no justification to "protect the 
family" (ex-spouse) under family protection legislation. If the 
deceased was paying maintenance, future payments can be protected 
and recovered under ss 70 and 71 of the Family Proceedings Act 
1980. 



Aesess:ment of 

l Criteria for makina an award 

The group considers that as a first step the court should asses 
whether. in all the circumstances of the case. it is fair and 
reasonable to make an award. In doi so. the court should be 
guided b~{ the foll ng non~,c!xclus f,::(•tors: 

(a) The total r~lations tween the claimant and the 
d~ceased. incltiding. in the case of a child, withdrawal 
from 

(b) The needs of the claimant. 

(c) Present and pr jected future assets of the claimant. 

(d) The capacity of the bla 
independent. 

nt to be financially 

(e) Age and health. and any disabilities of the cla nt. 

{f) Whether the cla 
othe:rs. 

nt has a legal ob gation to support 

{g) Whether the 
maintained 
deceased. 

claimant was maintained or entitled to 
the deceased before the death of the 

be 

(h) Direct or indirect contributions made by the claimant, 
whether financial or otherwise. towards: 

the a sition. improvement or conservation of the 
deceased 1 s proper 

tbe deceased's business or occupation 

the welfare of the deceased, including contributions as 
a homemak.er. 

The working group cl1.ose tl1;.e word "relat:i.onship 11 in factor (a} 
ins: tead of the phrai se "' char a:ctE!r: and conduct"" which is mor,a 
common used at present. le the cause of. for example. 
estrangement and animosity between the parties is relevant. 
"'conduct" connotes fault, while "relationship" is a mo:re neutral 
term. It is envisaged that any estrangement. and its causes, will 
be taken into account in tl.:d,l consideration of the "total 
relationship". 

2 Quantum of Awa.rd 

The gcoup agrees that the courts should have a broad discretion to 
do justice when it is ai "f:aiir a J:1:Jasona le'" to ma)r,:e a1:1 a1,1ard. 
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In determining the quantum of the award the courts should have 
regard to: 

{a) The size of the net estate 

{b) The intention of the deceased and any reasons given for 
the dispositions {or lac~ of them) made in the will 

(c) Any mistake made by the deceased 

(d) Previous provision (or lack of it) made for the claimant 
by gift. agreement or court order 

(e) The responsibility of the deceased to make provision for 
beneficiaries under the will and the needs of those 
benef ic ia.r ies. 

{f) Any agreement between the deceased and the claimant, and 
between the deceased and any beneficiary or claimant. 

The group consider~ that reasons given by the deceased for failure 
to make provision {or adequate provision) for a elaimant are 
important. For example. as is of ten done now. a· lejt ter might be 
left with the will explaining the deceased's motives. However, it 
should be possible for the claim•nt to challenge the accuracy of 
those reasons. 

The group also considers evidence as to mistake. or oversight could 
be helpful. Most mistakes involve erroneous beliefs as to the 
size of the e,state or the value qJ cert~in bequests compared to 
the value of the res_t of the estate. A. r.eorganisation of the will 
in such cases would acc_ord with the wishes of the deceased. 

OUSTING THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY PROTECTION ACT 

It is possible for persons to oust tile .jurisdia-tion of the court 
under the Family Protection .Act ,in a vari,e;.t;y; ,Of wa;ys. 
These include a gift in contemplation of death. holding title to 
property in joint ownership. disposing of property before death or 
entering into a contraGt t,o, leave property QY will. Many of these 
dispositions are unexceptional and_ beyond r.eproach. However. in 
some cases the result of a disposition is to deprive relatives of 
the deceased: Orf inheritance .Q-ros,pectsr either Jnjtentional ly or by 
accident. The working group theref'ore ~examined whether the 
present law required reform to prevent injustice. 

l Donationes Mortis Causa 

A donatio mortis causa is a gift made by a person in contemplation 
of his or her death~. The donee may ta~e.~ossession of th~ gift 
immed(ately but ownership of the property passes to the donee when 
the donor dies. 

Urid~r s2(5) of the Family Protection Act donationes mortis causa 
are included in the estate of the deceased and are therefore 
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subject to the jurisdiction of the Court. The working group 
recommends that this provision be retained. 

2 Jo int Owner: shiJ2. 

Under the rule of survivorship. property held in joint ownership 
passes to the survivor on the death of one of the joint tenants. 
The most common example of property held in joint ownership is the 
m.atrimonial hom1a or th,e joint family 1:wm·a tmdi2r the Joint Family 
Homes A.ct 1954. 

In some overseas jurisdictions the acquisition of property under 
the survivorship Kule is perceived as a method of evading the 
jurisdiction of the court under legislAtion equivalent to the 
Family Protection Act. The share of the deceased joint owner in 
the property is theret:o,:,.:'l "clc1wed back"' i.nto the estate and 
becomes available for distribution. This is the position in 
England. 

The concept of joint ownership is well known in New Zealand. 
Persons conduct their affairs in the knowledge that, on death~ the 
jointly owned property will pass to the survivor. There have been 
no complaints that joint ownership causes irr}u~tice. 

The working group takes the view that no change in the law of 
joint ownership is required. 

3 Inter Vivos Dispositions 

Und<'::r th,e present law the court has no pot<;1er to inter:!:rare with 
dispositions of p:rope.rty madi::! b8:Eore, ;::!ea:U1. Examples of such 
dispositions a£e transfers of property to trusts. or gifts and 
sales for inadequate consideration. 

Injustice to relatives of the deceased may be caused if any of 
these dispositions are inti~in.ded to def>E':at the A.ct and d,eplete tbt':! 
estate. or have the effect of defeating the Adt and depleting the 
1es.t.ate. 

Various overseas jurisdictions enable the courts to claw back 
property disposed 0£ before death. 

England and New South WalBs pr6vide examples. The English 
Inheritance (Provision for ~Family and Dependants) Act 1975 
provides that an order may be made out of property that the 
deceased disposed of for less than full valuable conaideration 
within six years of death if. on the balance of probabilities, the 
deceased intended to defeat the Act. 

The NST;iJ iFamily- Provision Act 1982 provid9s that the ionotional 
estate" includes: 

(1) Dispositions taddnr,r 1:3ffect ·,._;~lthin thre,e ~J/<Eitu:s of dea':l"l if the 
deceased intended (wholly or in part) to evade the 
jurisdiction of the Act. 
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(2) Dispositions made within one year of death where the deceased 
had a moral obligation which was substantially greater than 
the obligation to benefit the transferee. 

(3) Dispositions which take effect on or after death. 

The group has recommended above that a new Matrimonial Property 
Act should enable property to be C'lawed back as a last resort and 
that the courts should have a wide discretion to ord·er 
compensatory payments and take other measures to secure a just 
result. 

The working group considered the suitability of similar claw back 
provisions for inclusion in a new Inheritance Act. 

The purpose of the matrimonial property provisions is to ensure 
that spouses obtain' a fair share of. ma1tr1fmonla1 prOperty (property 
which already belongs to the spouses). ~he situation on death is 
different. Relatives have no 11 right 11 to a share of the deceased's 
estate. The case for claw back provisions is ttrer1efore not as 
strong as in the matrimonial property area. 

Also. there are major practical difficulties in g1v1ng effect to 
claw back provisions in inherita:nce law. 'Phe recommendations on 
matrimonial -property envisage'. th:e use of· equ'alising'7paym'ents from 
other types of:; priopel!ty. In :the case· of a family' protection 
claim.• it is vhiJ'tjhl!y u1ri?lik·ely t:Jh3a't '.t'he prope'rty d:fs1tos.ed· of could 
merely 1be' tcfke5rf ,:f rtto a~courft' ,:a'nd a 'paytnerit mad·e from other 
bequests to the disponee of the property in question. In the 
majority of cases. the physical property would have to be 
retrieved and reallocated. Tltis co,riflicts with the need for 
certainty and reasonable expedition. and may upset ordinary 
transactions. 

The working group recommends a middle route: 

( 1) Property disposed of :before' death may be traced' if the 
testator intended to det,eat 'the. Juri'sdiction of the Family 
Protection Ad·t. ' 

(2) Dispositions· to fami'ly trusts atla fam1ly companies made 
within an appropriate period. say 5 years. before death may 
be clawed back at th~ disctetion of the court. 

(3) All other dispositions ma·de within ·an app'roprrate period. say 
three years. before death for less than adequate 
consideration may be traced. at the discretion of' the court. 
if they have 11 a significant element of gift" and are made 
"otherwise than in the ordinary course of business". 
These qualific~tions should be inserted .. ~o ~vdi~ scrutiny by 
the court of all dispositions. 
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(4) The court should not make a tracing order if the recipient 
received property in good faith and altered his or her 
position to his or her detriment. (Alternatively, this could 
be a factor to be taken into account when the court exercises 
its discretion to make or refuse an order.) 

(5) The cour.t should mak.e a tracing o.,rder only if it co11siders 
that such an order, i.s ne,c.,e 91s~ary t.o meet adequately the ~laims 
made on the estate. 

(6) A list of criteria should be inserted i.n the new Act to 
assist the court in exercising its discretion. The list 
might include: 

the amount involved ln a transaction 

the importan.ce of not inter.fering with reasonable 
expectations in relatf.on to property 

the subst;ant.ia 1 j:us tice .and mer its1 invol vea 

any other matter which· th,e co,ur,t considers rele.vant. 

The t\me limi(:S ,r:e~erred to .. ab.ove are .1esse.ntially arbitrary. 
The grou,p J;eco.mme,Il;ds that t:;he limit under (2) be longer .th,an t;he 
limit u.nd,eri {.4).1 ~1:>ut does not wish to be more specific. than that. 
Different limfts are :used in different jurisdict.ions overseas and 
there is n9 discernible reason for preferring one set of limits to 
another. 

4 
~ ~ / 

The next matter re,qu rihg to be addressed is the status, i,n 
relation to other claims, of a contract to leave property by will. 

Such a contract is gover~ed by the general law and subject to that 
is valid.. lt is sa,id to be en~orcea.ble during ,the testator.' s 
lifetime. This i.~ clear enough wqe~e the contract,is to leave 
specified property, but if it is simply a promi&&io,1save a share 
of the estate some doubt must arise. When could it be said to be 
breachedZ c.a,A ,a person be ordered,. to make a wi 11? 

When 't.he testator has sJ&Je.d and has .either ,,.... 

(a) made a, .w,ill i"'n terms of th~ contract; or 

(b) failed to do so; 

is the gift part of the ~state and thus potentially affected by 
claims uqder., the Family Prote~tion .Plct and other legislation (the 
beneficiary theory)? Or is it in the nature of a debt and 
therefore takes effect free from all such claims (the creditor 
theory)? • 
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Existing legislation provides no answer. 
arguments in support of either approach. 
themselves acknowledged, the issue has to 
policy. 

There are respectable 
As the courts have 
be resolved in terms of 

The reported cases reveal a remarkable diversity of opinion among 
the judges. 

As the Court of Appeal has said: 

We recognise that there may be differences of opinion 
concerning policy and social questions that arise 
concerning the breadth of the operation of the Family 
Protection Act. However we think that these are not 
matters for r.esolution by .. the Courts but, should it 
seem necessary, for attention by Parliament. (Breuer v 
Wright [1982] 2 NZLR 77~ 86) 

In Breuer v Wright the Court of Appeal followed the creditor 
theory. 

The Law Reform (Testamentary Promises) Act 1949 is concerned with 
what may be called quasi-contracts to leave propertry,by will. 
From time to time people promise to reward someone for services to 
be perf.ormed by making, pr,ovision in their will. Often these 
promis.es are not enf.orc.eable co:ntr·acts for various reasons eg, 
evidential difficuJ.ties and une,ertainty. The 1949 legislation did 
not give them conctractual status but created a .discretionary 
jurisdiction·analogous to that under th;e Family Protection Act. 

In McCormack v Foley [1983] NZLR 57 a unanimous Cou.rt of Ap,peal 
held that for the purpose of the testamentary promises legislation 
property devised by will pursuant to a contract formed pact: of the 
estate. Thus the beneficiary theory applies. Richardson J summed 
up the policy thus: 

Viewed in. t.erms of sociaL1 poli'C¥.\·there is ,I think much 
f,orce in the argument that conitractua,l.,. obligations in 
relation to the dirsposd tion ef p,rbperty on death should 
not automatically override,the statutory protection 
accorded to testamentary pr<Jmises: that the interests 
of one should be balanced against those of the other 
and the competition resolved so as best to do justice 
to all concerned - as seems to be envisaged in s·Bi(l),. 
So, if the contractual promi~e confers an~unjustifiable 
bounty or if the estate is large enough to meet both• 
claims in full it should not be a matter for surprise 
or .concern tf the expectations of the contractual 
promisee are pared down (supra, p73)~ 

The result is extraordinary. Claims under the Law Reform 
(Testamentary Promises) Act are considere.d a.long with claims under 
the Family Protection Act. Balancing is required. But for the 
purposes of satisfying such claims property that was the subject 
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of a contract (whether or not it was implemented in the will) is 
brought into the estate. For the purposes of satisfying family 
protection claims it is not. 

The group suggests that in terms of social policy and moral 
obligation there is little difference between : 

beneficiaries under a contractual promise to leave 
property 

beneficiaries under an expres,s or implied 
non-contractual promise t·o the same effect 

beneficiaries under those inter vivos transactions that 
are to be subject of cl.aw back provisions 

family members who have a valid claim ba·sed on need or 
service performed or under any other heads. 

In many (if not most) cases the relationship between these persons 
and the testator will be the same. 

The group recommend:s that .f,or the pu,rpos.es of. a)l' claims, under the 
legislation that will .rep:laice the family prot.ection< and 
testamentary p,romises legislation a contractu.al promise to leave 
property by wiB. (whether, carried out or not) should be trea·ted as 
a testamentary_gift and ·be subject to abatement accordingly~ 
This me~ns tha~t every•th1ng can be brought .into the .pool and the 
competing claims- weighed and settled out of the same .assets. 

PROCEDVB!AL -REFnRM 

Na.t.ure of Pro,!S:eedinqs. 

Family Protection Act cases must be heard in the High Court. 

Cur rent pr_oced,ures are. inef f ic.ie,ot • and ina.ppropr,iate. They are 
inefficient because 8"' claAm typical.ly take.s a,n inordina.te amqunt 
of time to,ibe ·considiered, delaying the admin:istration of wills. 
Some delays are·✓ •due to, specific procedural ·rules, such as the 
necessity ·t•o obtain extensive,directions for service from th.e 
court. 

The present p,rocedur.es a1:.e,; inappropriate because they are 
adversarial in an area w;;trere1 mediation or a more inquisitorial 
approach would be better ,suited_. 

The group recognises,· however, that these issues are detailed and 
difficult. They need wid~r consultation and much more time than 
has been devoted to them. 

Therefore the working group adverts only to desirable principles 
of reform. These include: ., 

reduction of formality 
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reduction of the time and costs involved 

simplicity 

reduction of the need for a court hearing. 

This list is not exhaustive. 

The working group recommends that procedures be completely 
overhauled. The Department of Justice should take this aspect in 
hand. in conjunction with lawyers expert in the field. 

Settlements 

The group also recommends that the law be changed to allow valid 
agreements and settlements to be made (and enforced) among parties 
contesting and defending wills. 

Forum. 

The High Court's family protection jurisdiction is consistent with 
its jurisdiction in matters of probate and equity. However, it 
may be that the Family Courts are better ~uited to assess issues 
relating to family relationships and the duties of the deceased 
which are considered i'n Family Protection Act claims. The Family 
Cour:ts are qess formal and more• accessible than the High Court. 
Moves towards a change"of f6ru~ may well have support in the 
commurtity. · 

It would be difficult however to separate the Family Protection 
Act·· jurisdiction from jurisdic·tion in probate and the 
administration of wills. If there were a separation the High· 
Court would grant probate and administer wills. the provisions of 
which could be changed by the Fa·mily Court. The group is of the 
opinion that this would be unsatisfactory. 

The group's view is that. in the longer term. all proceedings 
concerning' wills should be 'dealt with: in t·he Family Cour'ts. with a 
power of removal to the High ,court in case of unusual difficulty. 
However. the group recog::nises' that this represents a major change 
which would require rea•isessment of the jurisdictions of the 
courts in general. The group notes that the Law· Commission is 
currently considering the restructuring of the courts. Any major 
jurisdict·ional reform must therefore await the''Commission''s 
report. 

The group is. however. concerned to see that a surv1v1ng spouse 
who files separate applications for both a division: Of matrimonial 
property and further provision out o,f the estate under the Family 
Protection Act should not be required to hav'e such closely related 
matters dealt with by different co,irts. The group recommends that 
where two applications are filed they should be dealt with 
together.. ~his could be achieved in one of two ways: 

1 The Family Protection Act proceedings could be transferred to 
the Family Court. 
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2 'l'he Matrimonial Property Act proceedings could be transferred 
to the High Court. 

This proposal is left for further examination. 

Time Limits 

Under present law a family protection claim must be brought within 
twelve months from the grant of.propa.te. This time limit may be 
extended .• but not after the estat.e has b:.een finally distributed. 

The problem is that "final distribution" is given different 
meanings in different contexts. Under the Family Protection Act 
the estate is regarded as distributed when the executor ceases to 
hold the pxoperty in any capacity. Under the testamentary 
promises legislation the estate is xegarded as distributed when 
the executor ceases to hold property in that capacity. whether or 
not it is held in the capacity of trustee. Consistency is clearly 
an issue which needs to be examined and resolved one way or the 
other. 

A wider issue is whether t•here, shou.ld be any t;:.ime limits •at all. 
Under a somewhat d:ifferent ,proceduie. a qlaimant could b.e, required 
to prove the s t,rength o•f his or her case befo,re being permitted to 
proceed~ The jus~ification for such a rule is tha~ a meritorious 
claim need not be reje,cted mere,ly on the grounds ·of delay. which 
is usually due to a lacK -0f knowledge on the part of the 
claimant. Delay could merely be one of several factors to be 
taken into account. 

While the group recognises that these are problem areas it is not 
in a position te> m~¥~ any recommendations on these pq:ints. 
A review of time limtts 5,hou1d be ,,part of the detailed review of 
procedure in genera 1 recoml\lende.d •l?.Y the group. 

LAW REFORM (TESTAMENTARY PROMISES) ACT 1949 

' A testamentary pr.o,mise is a promise to make provision for the 
promisee on the pro•misor I s death. typically to reward the. promisee 
for services performed. Such a pro~ise may not be enforceable as 
a contract. Tl).e Law ,Re.form (Testamentary Promises) Act 1949 was 
enacted to enable propdsees to en.force the promise. It gives the 
court a discretion to m;ak,e an award for "such amount as may be 
reasonable having regard to all the circumstances of the case". 
The Act is thus similar to the Family Protection Act in its 
general approach. 

In fact most aspects of t~stamentary promises legislation are 
similar in nature to the family protection legislation. The main 
difference relates to the class of eligible claimants and the 
grounds fox a claim. Other differences. such as ti.me limits and 
the treatment of contracts to leave property by will (as discussed 
above). should be eliminated. 
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CONCLUSION 

The group recommends: 

(1) That family protection and testamentary promises claims be 
dealt with by the same Act; 

(2) That both the Family Protection Act 1955 and the Law Reform 
(Testamentary Promises) Act> 1949 b;~,.rep,~a.led aJ1d that a new 
c,omprehens i ve Act. perhaps, called"'a°'" Inhe:.i:~ta,nce Act. be 
drafted. 

The group's view is that sucn. a reform ~oul§li rata.enal ise and 
streamline this area of the iaw. 
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PART III 

DE FACTO RELATIONSHIPS 

INTRODUCTION 

The term "de facto relatiorrshipii is most eorn:mohly used to describe 
a relationship between on& ,mc~fo"' ahd o'H'e• woman who live together as 
if they were husband and wife on a domestic basis without being 
legally married. At the last census 115,032 persons replied, in 
answer t0 a speci,:fd.c qu~stion, that threy were living in a de facto 
relatiohship. Clearly there are de fa.cto relationships which;',are 
indistinguishable from legal marriages, apart from the lack of 
formalities. Even with less permanent and committed 
relationships. problems can arise when the relationship comes to 
an end, particularly if there are children of the family. 

The reason is that the law which governs ownership of property of 
people who are not legally married to one another has been 
developed from that applying to partners who are at arms-length. 
The partner with legal title to the property retains it unless the 
other partner can establish an equitable interest. usually under 
the law of trusts. This may prove difficult. 

A partner may be able to persuade a court that he or she is 
entitled to a share of the property owned by the other partner 
under either a resulting trust or a constructive trust. 

A resulting trust may be implied by the court where substantial 
capital contributions have been made to the acquisition or 
improvement of property and a common intention to share beneficial 
ownership can be inferred. These· requirements represent 
insurmountable hurdles for many partners, particularly where the 
contributions of one partner have been non-financial. for example 
looking after the children of trre .relationship and the common 
household. Even financial contribtltions to the partnership do not 
necessarily qualify as a contribution to property, for example 
where one partner pays the expenses of the common household thus 
freeing the partner with title to property to make mortgage 
repayments. 

Another difficulty is the need to demonstrate a common intention 
to share property in the name of one partner. Many people simply 
do not think about such matters until the relationship has broken 
down. There is also the point that a de facto relationship may 
begin after one of the partners has acquired the property in 
question. In such a case it would be difficult to infer a common 
intention to share the property. 

A constructive trust is imposed ~here a person holds legal title 
to property which, in equity and good conscience. should be held 
for another. It amounts. in effect, to a judicial discretion to 
re-adjust property rights. but only within the framework of 
equitable principles on unconscionability. 
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The courts have made use of both types of trust in property 
disputes involving de facto partners. The results have been 
variable. The courts have tried to do justice between de facto 
partners but have been hampered by the fac~ that the law of 
trusts, which focusses on concepts of contributians to property, 
unjust enrichment and common intention, is not really suited to 
achieving a just and predictable result in most cases. 

In Pasi v Kamana {1986) 4 NZFLR 417j 419 Cooke P said that an 

"inquiry must focus on whether there has been a 
sufficient direct or indirect contribution by one 
de facto partner to a specific property - usually the 
home - to carry an interest i·n it .. ; One way of 
putting tme test is to:c ask wihethcer a, rea.sonable p.erson 
in the shoes of a claimant wo1:dd h•ave. un:ql.erstood, that 
his or her efforts would nat\1€rally. re,snlt in an 
interest in the property. If,. but;: on;ly if:.; .th.e answer 
is Yes, the court should decide on an appr6priate 
interest - not necessarily a half - by way of 
constructive trust " 

The result is that a de facto partner who has spent many years 
looking after the childre,n of th·e family and, the common •household, 
but has made~no financial contribution to the property of t~r 
other partner, i~·likely to tnd Up wit~ np property at all. 

The group is unanimou,s that the present law relating to de facto 
relationships i~s uns·a,tisfactory and should be re.formed. There are 
several other reasons for this recommendation~ 

(1) Many de fact6 partners fulfil the same family functions as 
legal spouses ie, raising a family, mutual financial and 
emotional support, sexual relations, running a household. 
It is inequitable to deny recognition .to a relationship which 
is a marriage in substance. Furthe•r• because a de ,facto 
relationship is similar to a legal marriag.e .in m:any cases, 
the parties encounter the same problems and therefore need 
remedi•es comparable .. nto those available to.- le.gal spouses ie, 
rig,hts of a matrimonial nature rather than reliance on the 
law of trusts. Legal rights will reduce opportunities for 
exploitation and ttre need for litigation. 

(2) De facto relationSchips are .. an undeniable reality Even though 
s.ome sections of the c•ommunity argue that legislative 
recognition of de facto relationships will ~etract from the 
special status accorded to legal marriag.e and-.the family, the 
la:w . . should recognise rea 1 i ty and ameliorate unnecessary 
hardship and patent injustice. It is hardly surprising that 
de facto relattonships are already recognised in some areas 
eg, tax and welfare law, domestic protection and 
non-molestation. 
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( 3) For those who consciously. reject marriage in order to avoid 
the legal consequences it entails, provision can still be 
made to permit "contracting out~ of the legislative reforms. 
The argument of freedom of choiee was not, after all, given 
undue weight when the,1976 reforms were devised. 

(4) A greater recognition of de facto marriages is consistent 
with the trend in overseas jurisdictions similar to ours. 
In New South W.3.les t·he De Facto Relationships Act 1984 gives 
11 equal but di.fferent" recognition to de facto marriages. 
The Act st©p1s•• short. of eq:uatin<g le<ga•l and de facto marriages. 

The S0uU1 Austiraliin Family Nelationships Act 1975 equates 
certain de, fa.c,to mar r ia<ges with, mar r ia<g.e for certain 
pur,poses.. It creates. the con,cept of a "putative spouse 11 

(estal:>'l.ished on proof ef four yeacs cohabitation, or if there 
is a child of the relationsh:ip}<0 which entitles a spouse to 
exact:ly the same benefits as.a legal spouse, but only for 
certain purposes. 

Scottish law recognises the concept of marria<ge by 
cohabitation and repute. This is a species of extension of 
the,. concept of,,a comm.0,n law maq:iage. It• provides that where 
a couple lives to<gfether and the part11icers. are <generally 
r·eputed to be married~ they are entitled to a II decree of 
declarator" that they are law.fully married and thereby 
entitled to the ri<ghts and duties consequential upon that 
status. The procedure only applies to those who have held 
themselves out as bein<g married and therefore presumably 
excludes those who reject marriage as an institution. 

SCOPE OF THE JR.iEFORM 

There w.as <general agreement among the wo,rking group that injustice 
can occur in a wide range of cases where property is intermingled 
and that the~ present law cannot deal satisfactorily with the 
problems that arise. ~ 

The g,i::oup discuss.ad whether the law of trusts could be examined to 
see whether it could be adapted to do better justice in a wide 
spectrum of relatipnshi:p:s where difficulty can arise becaus.e of 
intermingling of property. However, some members of the group 
have pointed out that the law of trusts is largely grounded in the 
common law. Any changes des;i,gned to achieve the objective 
mentioned above would need to be in statutory form. It seems 
premature to consider. the form and content of such legislation 
until a poLicy decision has been made a'bout whether or not the law 
relating to the property .&elations of homosexual couples and 
others should be amended. 

With respect to the latter issue• two members of the working group . 
consider that a new regime should be extended to couples living i~'l.. 
homosexual relationships because these relationships have the sam~ 
emotional, sexual and dependency dynamics as marriage 
relationships and ought to benefit from reform of the legislation. 
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However. a majority of the group is satisfied that reform should 
concentrate on those areas of the law that give greatest concern. 
in particular, property questions in heterosexual de facto 
relationships between one man and one woman (the sense in which 
that the term is currently used in our soci~ty). As a separate 
issue. however, the la~J should be examined. to sree bow it cain bfi 

adapted to do better justice in a wide spectrum of relationships 
where difficulty can arise because of intermingling of property. 
The group recommends that this examination should be set in train 
reasonably soon.. 

l4'ccord ingly, the grcn:ip concentrated its attention on de facto 
relationships in connection with the proposed matrimonial property 
and inheritance reforms. 

DEFINITION' OF DE FACTO RELl'1.TIONSHIP 

The group agreed that a definition of ar de facto relationship :is 
an important means of screening out certain relationships which 
were not intended by either of the parties to be in the nature of 
marriage. It is not a purpose of the reform to make property 
awards to partners in transitory .relationships. Tllus th.e 
definition should conce.rn itself with both the qu.ali ty and 
duration of the relationship. The essence of the definition is 
that a man and .. a woman are or have been living together on a bona 
fide domeBtic basis. as if they were husband and wife. A minimum 
period of ccrhabitation should be ~eguired before the new 
provisions apply. A pe~iod of two years would be appropriate. 
It does not seem to the group that the threshold for a de facto 
marriage need be the same as the threshold for a short marriage 
under the Matrimonial Property Act. It must be remembered that 
until a de facto relationship has lasted for two years (if that 
period is chosen) there would be no rights at all of a matrimonial 
nature for the de facto partners. The situation under the 
Matrimonial Property Act is not analogous. 

However. the group recognised that an inflexible time limit might 
cause injustices in .cases where there wer~ children of the 
relationship oc whece a relationship, intended to be of some 
permanence. was terminated by the sudden death of one partner. 
The gcoup agreed that the courts should be given a discretion to 
depart from the requirement that the relationship must have lasted 
foe at least two years where to do otherwise would cause 
injustice. Factors to be taken into account might include a 
substantial contribution to the partnership (including childcare) 
or a considerable intermingling -0f property. 

OPTIONS FOR REFORM 

There are several options for reform. Among these are: 

1 to place legal and de facto marriages on exactly the same 
footing; 
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2 to make changes to those areas of the law where de facto 
rela.ti(111t;l1:i1:1s1 r-.:~~q,lJ.i_r,e ]pr,Jitis-ctio.n (ie·f'. 1'(3q1Jal. b\Jt diffe.rrcr1t 1' 

t:t:r..~athU1SfLt); 

3 to equate certain de facto relationships with some of the 
incidants of marriage: 

4 to recognise the relationship where there 1s proof of 
dep,end 1ance); 

5 to leaislate to permit de facto spouses to contract into 
matrimonial property legislation. 

Option l 

The majority of the group considers that 1egal ana de facto 
marriages should not simply be equated. The group notes that the 
~ .. 1_,,<f ("l.,,,.,.,.,t&n '~•,;::r::.,Jll Pr-, '7 -~1 'l:Jl'"'!:l"!,.~,,.tfl'A rlJo··:-t1n·~ ,..l"''.;·,"~~r:,, ,..,,,CC-=•)~.,":'.\~"' f.:./"l'__,l,~1=,;'.t-.~•c1~ ·~re.. f<·J; "C 1)1~1 i:,l ~ ... , Lt .,,... it.r. 'it,.@~'. d~ ~~ ~ l.~ Ci ~ti [<>. ~' J~ ,,..,,, !lt~ . ....,. (• , ,~ ... ~ J. b, ~_j, ~'~ (_' .il /j (J, .L i,~, I~::~ ~ ·,;;,;..~ di., I;,,, t ... -::.J. Q • •# ~ 

consideration. came to the same aonclusion.~ 1 

The legal concept of marriage involves a public commitment and 
in.te]:(:1e1;ie:n~dl:er1ce. \,rh.icJ~1- it:. c;a.nJ.lot" be .a.-E3FJ-1.1rned. -t'11a.t a.11 c!ot1ab,i tirt,g 
Cf)t1pli::::s rl-esirAa ti1.:r .a1.d.opt.--· .. 

De facto relationships are entered into for many ~easons. 
Some peopl,a mcPf ha\r,.a EI desir,2 to .avoia t.h,?l legal regime, im.posed on 
married couples. For example. submissions to the New South Wales 
Law Reform Commission stated that many divorced people 
.:, ' '. • . . . , F- • " ''" .. . • . I . . .. ' h " j,. ·1 • ' ~ uel1Derately retra1nea rrom marry~ng oecau~e c ey w1stlea co avo1a 
ex,pe,rriraifr;·tr1;J aig;a.tiJ1 ti11is: tra·un1a. ,e)·~f: di\rorc.e~·Zi!, 

Rather than making~ conscious choice to e~ter into a de fa~to 
rather than a leg&]. marriage, ocher couples may simply drift into 
.a r ((~ 1.a ti o n.s i1 i ~i ·wit h.'f:DJ--t -:r: o·c-t1 s s· ·in.J~' o r1· l} r: :·:) b 1 ·etns t t1a t c otl 1·d a r 1-·s e ~· 

The presumption b~hind t~e equal dtvision of matrimonial property 
as a.1 s.tarti.nq 1,r;int is that botb E,pou~;;,as ent.ar a :marr:ia9<a s:;s .e1t 

r1 1arrna11e.n.t t>oi.1ct11Ja1i:·2J:l1ip:~ ,:i 1rua.riJin,g r.Jf li,..rt]fi.1 i11 riwr1ic:r1. th·e·)4 v;i-11 rn.ak,e 
equal. although differeut. contributions and share equally in the 
benefits produced. 

Some de f~cto rel&tionships will ~learly have this degree of 
commitment. Indeed the only reason why some partne~s are not 
mac~ied may be that one partner is still legally married to 
someone else. But de fa~to relationships may also bG more casuBl 
in. Ili:'i tur·2!, with nH i t.h·~.r Q•[if t:nt":!.r havinr; gJ .. v,2:n mu,:,h_ th,:,ugh t. ·to a 
longer teem commit~e~t. The variety of personal relationships 
c1:,min9 within t.he broad .:.:ategory of ''d,:,; }:actc .cal;;,,it.ionships", 
combined with the difficulties of precise and objective d8finition 
of cases that ought in fai.cn6BB to be covered, means that the law 
should provide reasonable fle~ibility in making provision for 
these celaticnshipE. 
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one member of the group is firmly of the view that de facto and 
legal marriages should be equated, at least for the purpose of 
division of property. Once a de facto marriage (as defined by 
Parliament) has been found to exist, the Matrimonial Property Act 
should automatically apply to the division of the de facto 
partners' property. That member does not accept that there is any 
reason which would justify different treatment for de facto 
marriages. 

Option 2 

The New South Wales De Fa~to Relationships Act 1984 has 
implemented the second option. It .deals comprehensively with de 
facto relationships in the areas of property divi.sion, 
maintenance, cohabitation agreementsw sepacation agreements, and 
domestic violence and harrassment. There, is no presumption of 
equal sharing of property. Di vision ta,ke::s plape in accordance 
with the. contributions made by the pa.rtmns. 

The working group had some reservations about dealing with the 
legal problems of de facto partners in a comprehensiverstatute. 
In any event, the task would have been too large fo.r t,he group to 

,tackle. There is agreement that it is preferable to examine 
'specific areas of the law separately and tailor the solutions to 
the per.cei ved problems. This of course is the approach fol lowed 
up till now d/n New Zealand.· 

Option 3 

This option has been adopted in South Australia. The South 
Australia Family .Relationships Act 1975 equates the right of 
de facto spouses with those 1of legal spouses f·or 1 imi ted 
purposes. It also sets up a uniform definition of a "putative" 
spouse (established after four years of coha.bi tiatibh. or if there 
is a child from the relationship) 

The working group rejected· this" optton on the g.t:ound that ·•it is 
too inflexible. It fails to provide for those occasions where 
de facto couples require the protection of the ra;w, b11:t not 
necessarily identical protection to that accorded to married 
couples. 

Option 4 

The working group considered that an option based on r,ecogni tion 
of dependence is not viable because it is too res tri,ct i ve. 
It fails to recognise that a spouse, without being, d,eipendent, may 
have made considerable contributions to the partnership that ought 
in fairness to be recognised in a division, o.f prope.r:rty if the 
relationship later fails. Generally, such an option seems more 
appropriate to maintenance law only. 
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l 

Options 

This option may be appropriate in the cases of sophisticated 
partners who are familiar with the law. It would not help those 
who have slipped into a de fa~t~ relationship and who do not 
become aware of the problem~ they may have to face until it is too 
late. I.n an_y event partners who are familiar with the law may 
already enter into a cohabitation agreement. 

GROUP'S VIEW 

Having looked at the possibilities, the group agre,es that, for the 
present, reform in New Zealand should concentrate on matrimonial 
property and family protection law, where the inadequacy of the 
law has been most commonly criticised. The group agrees that a 
special pa.rt should be inserted into a new Matrimonial Property 
Act to deal, in an appropriate way, with the property of de facto 
partners. To summarise, the group prefers a modified version of 
option 2. 

There is significant ttiough not complete unanimity among the group 
on the general contents of a spe.cial part in the new Matrimonial 
Property Act. The group -is agreed that: 

11 prop.er.ty 11 should mean th.e prop.arty that would have been 
matrimonial property if the partners had been married to 
each other and legal title to property would in no sense 
pre-determine the outcome: 

where the notion of .. contribution" is relevant there 
should be no presumption of greater weight for monetary 
contribut L.ons than for non-monetary contri bu.t ions; 

contributc.i·ons should be to the partnership and not to 
the property. 

There are however some points :&>f difference between members. 

DIVISION OF PROPERTY 

The group agrees that either de facto partner should be able to 
apply to a Family Court for an order adjusting the property 
interests of the de facto partners or either of them. 

However the group was fairly evenly divided on the principles 
which should apply to the division of property on the break-up of 
a de facto relationship. 

The convenor and some m~mbers consider that a scheme along the 
following lines would be satisfactory. 
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If the court finds that a de facto marriage exists it would apply 
the Matrimonial Property Act if satisfied that in all the 
circumstances of the case justice requires the application of that 
Act (ie the full equal sharing regime) to the division of the 
partners' property. 

The circumstances to be taken into account would include such 
matters as the duration of the partnership, the respective 
contributions of the partners to the partnership and the presence 
of children of the relationship. The court would essentially be 
looking to see if the relatiohship was equivalent in nature and 
quality to a legal marriage. The court would also have to take 
into account whether either partner was still legally married and, 
if so, whether the matrimonial property of the legal spouses had 
been divided. 

If the court decides that justice does not require ,y,the application 
of the equal sharing p.Iovisions of the,Mati;imonial Property Act to 
the division of the de facto partners' property, it'would divide 
the property in accordance with the contrioutioms of,the partners 
to the de facto partnership. 11 Contrfbtitcfon_11_ would. have ·tne7;-~me 

~~-.---·--- - -------- ----~----:__:_::::-""'1="' ___ -----"•' • • • 

mean1:nga~p.r<:rposed for legal marriages, subJect to any drafting 
modifications necessary. In other words, current principles of 
contribution under section 18 of the Matrimonial Property Act 1976 
would apply, including the.principle of equal value of monetary 
and non-monetary contributions. 

Proponents of this approach believe that th,e courts n·eed a 
reasonably wide discretion because of the varying nature of 
de facto relationships. Thus the point of departure would be 

uneither a presumption that the Matrimonial Property Act will apply 
Inor a presumption against its application. Instead, the judge 
should make up his or her mind after hearing argument about the 
nature of the partnership and all relevant circumstances. 

Other members of the group support a stricter regime .. Once the 
court has decided that a de facto marriage exists, these members 
argue that there should be a presumption that the provisions of 
the Matrimonial Property Act (equal sharing) should ap~ly to the 
division of the partners' property. It should, however, be 
somewhat easier to rebut the presumption of equal sharing than it 
would be if the parties were married. In the view of these 
members, a presumption - rather than automatic application of the 
Act or application where justice so requires - is justified 
because it reduces the need for judicial discretion and should 
yield more consistent results. 

~~ 

Whatever approach is chosen the group is satisfied that the 
matrimonial property claims of one spouse against the other must 
be satisfied in priority to those of the subsequent de facto 
partners of the other spouse. 
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CON'l'RACT I NG OUT 
,.,. --~-•-• 

The Matrimonial Pcoperty Act allows legally married spouses to 
contract out of the provisions of the Act. The group is unanimous 
that it should also be possible for de facto partners to contract 
out of the provisions of the special part of che Act. The 
provisions of the special part should not operate ta defeat the 
intention of any written agreement with respect to property that 
the court is satisfied was entered into by the de facto partners 
unless the court is sati$fiad that it would be unjust to give 
effect to the agreement. The grounds for not giving effect to the 
agreement would be similar to those set out in section 21(10) of 
the Matrimonial Property Act. 

With the exception of one member. the group believes that, bearing 
in mind the informal nature of de facto relationships, contracting 
out should be somewhat easier for de facto partners than for 
legal spouses. The group considers that more thought needs to be 
given to the weight. if any. to be attached to oral agreements. 
Some members would permit the court t0 have regard to less formal 

assessing the shares 

The group is unanimous that the special part of the Matrimonial 
Property Act dealing with da facto relationships should make 
appropriate provision for the devolution of matrimonial property 
on death. The precise nature of the provisions will probably have 
to be claLified when policy decisions are made on haw the special 
part will apply to inter vivas relationships. 

There could however be problems if the deceased de facto partner 
is still legally married at the time of death. The fairest 
solution would be to give precedence to the.claims of the legal 
spouse if that spouse has not yet received his or her share of 
matrimonial property either by an order of the court or by 
agreement. Any claim of the surviving de facto spouse would be 
satisfied out of the remaining matrimonial property. 

This section of the report would be incomplete without a reference 
to Maori customary marriages. At law these marriages are regarded 
as de facto relationships. There needs to be consultation with 
the Maori people on how the law should treat these marriages. 

The group recommends that neither the law of trusts nor the 
Domestic Actions Act 1975 should have any application to the 
property affairs of de factc partners if those oroperty affairs 
iali to be governed by the pr;posed new part in~revised 
matrimonial property legislation. 
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INHERITANCE LAW 

A de facto spouse has at present no right to claim a share of the 
estate of a deceased spouse. However. a child of a de facto 
marriage may make a claim. 

~ The working group is unanimous that the absence of the right 
causes in}ustice particulary where the relationship has lasted for 
a long time and the surviving partner has made substantial 
contributions to the partnership. 

Position in Other Jurisdictions 

Australia 

The Australian family legislation has been more progressive than 
New Zealand in recognising the claims of de. fa'cto spouses. All 
states except Tasmania have extended their ·legislation to permit 
de facto spouses (in the cas.e of Wester.n Australia. de facto wives 
only) to make an application for redistribution of the estate. 
There are variations. however, in the definition.s of eligibility. 
Determining criteria are: 

The spouse must have been living with the decea&edon a bona 
.f ida domestic basis. If the spouses were separated at the , 
time of death, dependency on the deceased and some-time 
11\embershLp of the Jamily ho.usehold must be proved (New South 
Wales and Northe~p ~erritory). 

The spouses must have lived in a "connubial relationship" for 
at least five years; the claimant must have been wholly or 
substantially maintained by the deceased (Queensland). 

The 11 putative 11 spous.e must establish a five year cohabitation 
period or there must be a child from~the ~elationship lSouth 
Australia). 

The de facto wife. must have bee.n wholly maintained by the 
deceased at the time of his death; ordinarily a member of the 
household of the decease.a and a .person f o.r whom the deceased, 
in the opinion of the court, had some special moral 
responsibi~ity to make provision (We9tern Australia). 

Canada 

Three provinces (Prince Edward Island. Saskatchewan and British 
Columbia) al low a de facto spouse to claim provision from th.e 
estate. 

The group is unanimous that a new Inheritance Act should allow 
de facto spouses and their. children to make a claim for further 
provision frofil the estate. 

The group recommends elsewhere that a new inheritance regime 
should involve three categories of claimants namely: 
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1 The spouse and dependent children of the deceased; 

2 Close relatives of the deceased such as adult children and 
possibly brothers and sisters. These persons would be 
required to establish need or the fact •that they have made a 
contribution to the assets or welfare of the deceased. 

3 The persons listed iln ca,tegories 1 and 2 would be 'able to 
apply as of right. Any other p:erson may apply with ·the leave 
of the court. 

If the deceased leaves a legal spouse •. a de facto spouse should ~e 
entitled to apply under category 2. This means that it would be 
necessary to establish need or a contribution to the assets or 
welfare of the deceased. If the deceased dies leaving no legal 
spouse the de facto spouse should be entitled to claim under 
category L It should be made clear Ohat ainy outstanding 
matrimonial property claims would need to be settled out crf the 
estate be:fore inheritance claims we:re met. 

INTES.TA.TE SUCCESSION 

(Part III of the Administration Act 1969 provides for the 
· ditstribution of intestate estates. De facto par,trrers are not 

entitled to. shar,e:s,in :an intesta.te's estate. While it 2is no't part 
of the workingn gr;oup's,:brief to review the Administra:tion Act. it 

i is clear that. early attention should be given to a revision of 
Part III of the Administration Act. and probably to the Act as a 

. whole. in the light of the policy decisions that are made in due 
course upon ,this report. 

INTER VIVOS ,spou&AL MAINTENANCE 

FinaLly. the gro,up looked briefly at the question of maintenance 
and .de fact'o partners. Under the Family Proceedings Act both 
husband and wife have a legal obligation to support the other. 
The obligation arises at the co~mencement of the marriage and 
continues to a more limited degre~ after dis«olution. 

During t,he marriage a spouse must maintain the other if that 
spouse cannot·meet his or her -0wn needs due to a division of 
marital functions. custodial arrangements since separation. 
physical or mental incapacity. an inability to obtain work. or 
the undertaking of work-orientated education or training. 
After the dissolution of marriage the grounds for liability are 
limited to a division of marital functions~ custodial arrange~ents 
since separation and the undertaking of work-orientated education 
or training. 

De facto spouees on the other hand have no automatic entitlement 
to maintenance. However. wher.e a natural parent has care of a 
child. the other party may be required to support the custodial 
parent. The obligation arises ~gardless of whether the parents 
have ever lived together. 
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Because there is no automatic entitlement, the applicant must 
satisfy the court that maintenance is desirable because the 
applicant has provided care for the child and the payment of 
maintenance is reasonable having regard to the means, needs and 
responsibilities of each party. This contrasts with married 
spouses where such factors only affect the extent of the liability. 

The absence of maintenance obligations between de facto spouses 
has the capacity to cause injustice and requires more 
examination. 

Maintenance: Other Jurisdictions 

Australia 

Most of the State laws impose little in the way of inter vivos 
maintenance duties on de facto spouses. All State maintenance 
Acts do however have a provision similar to section 81 of the 
Family Proceedings Act which allows a female cohabitor to recover 
"preliminary expenses" associated with child birth from the 
father. The courts have recognised an indirect legal duty to 
maintain a de facto spouse. If the spouse is supporting a new 
de facto spouse, then the courts have reduced or terminated the 
maintenance obligation to the former spouse. Conversely a spouse 
who is receiving maintenance has the entitlement reduced if he or 
she enters into a subsequent de facto marriage. The only States 
with more comprehensive legislation are Tasmania and New South 
Wales. In Tasmania the Maintenance Act 1967 provides that where a 
woman has cohabited with a man for more than 12 months she may 
obtain a maintenance order if he has without just cause deserted 
her, left her without adequate support or is guilty of misconduct 
making it unreasonable for her to continue to live with him. 

New South Wales is the only State with comprehensive maintenance 
prov1s1ons. Section 27 of the De Facto Relationships Act entitles 
a de facto spouse to seek maintenance where he or she is unable to 
support himself or herself by reason of having to care for a child 
of that relationship or because the applicant's earning capacity 
has been adversely affected by the circumstances of the 
relationship. The entitlement is designed to end when a child 
reaches 12 years (or 16 years if handicapped), or where the 
applicant has completed a training or education course designed to 
increase his or her earning capacity. The section lists a number 
of factors to be considered in determining the amount of 
maintenance. These cover the usual considerations such as the 
resources, needs, obligations and responsibilities of each 
partner. Express provision is made to terminate the maintenance 
obligation if the applicant marries or enters another de facto 
marriage. The order will also cease if the spouse dies or after 
three years from the date of the order, or four years from the 
date cohabitation ended, whichever is the shorter or any other 
lesser period which the court in its discretion may order, or when 
a child who was the subject of the order reaches the maximum age. 



British Columbia 

The Bcitish Columbia legislation emphasises self-sufficiency upon 
the break-down of the marriage. but ~rovides entitlement to 
maintenance where it is reasonable due to custodial arrangements, 
domestic or economic circumstancea and the like. The Act defines 
a "'spouse" as incl ud i n9 a dle facto B pons a r,r ov idea the pa.r truar s 
have cohabited for two years and the application is made within 
one year of living apart. 

Other provinces also provide for mafntenance after varying periods 
of cohabitation and the presence of children. 

G1:oup Is view 

Members of the group are sati,fied that the maintenance provisions 
of the Family Proceedings Act 1~80 sh-0uld be extended to include 
de factQ spouses. The grounds for entitlement under existing law 
relate vecy much to need or the capacity of the earner spouse to 
meet those needs. It is difficult to see why .this particular 
r,sgime s,bould not apply to couplre:s in 01 dr-E! facto r1c:;d.ationsllip. 
There is also the point that placing a maintenance obligation on a 
de facto spobse in these limited circumstances will diminish the 
obligation of the State to give support and will thus be of 
indirect benefit to the public. 

CONCLUSION 

The ,.1or le: ing group 1 s unanimous that steps should nm,111 be ta},en to 
improve the lot of the significant numbers of de facto couples in 
the community. With the.best will. in the world the courts cannot 
do justice to these couples through the slow afid inevitably 
sel,ectivfi method of: case~la,,~1 developm:eet. SU:t.•xtory inti'?..rvez.ttion 
is- rec_rt1i1:ed-., 
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IONS 

PAR"I' I: J{;JATRIMONIJU., PROPERTY 

General Principles 

evised matrimonial proper law sl:wuld. contin-u ti:; .ref 1 ec t the 
foll ng principles: 

(a) Reinfo cement of equality of status between the sexes; 

(b) Endorsement of the oncept of marriage as an equal 
par to which both partners contribute equal 
alt 1n different ways; 

c) Resolution of outstanding issues between the rties to 
failed marria s should not be unduly protracted. 

'I'he Statz• should 
:f: ami iElS tl:la t 

Conceotual Basis 

c ntinue to have an important role in supporting 
lost the support of the principal income earner. 

.A rH~w ll;,ct should retain a regime of 11 defer::red participation", 



SECTION B 

What Should Be Divided 

"l!c'.!ti51ctz:imonial property" should continue to be defined in reason.ail:ile 
detail. The rules relating ta the conversion of separate property 
to matrimonial property should be brought together in one section. 

The content of section B, 9 and 10 of the 1976 Act should be 
retained. with the following exceptions: 

Heirlooms and taonga should not be treated as ordinary 
"fa.mily chattels". 

Property acquired in contemplation of marriage should be 
matrimonial 1;n:op12.rty if it 1iriT.as, intend,aa for the '"common 
ben,"'lfit", rath,er than the1 '"common us,a and br:Hlefit'", af both 
spouses. 

Property acguirea after marriage out of pre-marriage property 
should be matrlmonial property if it was acquired for the 
"1'.!CHilmon benefit II ra tliH?:.r than th,a '"conm1en1 use a,nd benefit of 
the spouses: 

Ihcome ~nd gains from all matrimonial property should be 
matrimonial property. 

Contributions to the marriage partnership should be given 
more wei,ght in assessing whether increases in value of, and 
income or gains from, separate property should be treated ae 
matrimonial property. 

Interspousal gifts should be classified as matrimonial 
pcopecty (majority recommendation). 

Redundancy benefits should continue to be classified as 
m.lll.tri:monial property; pa.yments ma.de within on,e :irear of 
separation should be included if the redundancy occurred 
before separation. 

Princioles of Division 

The current distinction between domestic property (family home and 
chattels) and the balance of the matrimonial property should be 
abolished. All matrimonial p:copert.y should be equally divided 
unless there are extraordinary circumstances which render equal 
sharing repugnant to justice. 

Effect of Post-Separation Actiaqs 

Tbe courts should be expressly empowered to take into account 
positive post-separation contribdtions to matrimonial property or 
the maintenance of children. 
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The value of matrimonial property in exi!3tence at the time of 
sepa~ation should be taken into account when computing the value 
of property available for division. The. value of any matrimonial 
property dissipated after separation should. be deducted from the 
share of the partner responsible for that dissipation (or from 
that partner's separate property if there is insufficient 
matrimonial property). 

Trusts and Companies 

If a disposition of matrimonial property to a trust or a company 
has the effect of defeating the interests ,of. the non-owner !:,pouse 
the courts should have power to: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

order a compensatory or equal,i,~irrg -,P.aMment out of the 
other spouse's share of matrim~nial-property or out of 
separate property: 

order payment of income from a discretionary trust in 
part payment of a matrimonial properJ:.y ~.hare: 

or.der distribution of t.ru.s.t or company ca1pital: 

allocate specific- items of property owned by a trus~ or 
company to the non-owner spouse if this power can be 
exercised without prejudicing th~ interests of a third 
party who has acted in good faith and for valuable 
consideration. 

T.he existing powers of the courts to restrain or set aside 
dispositions made or about to be made to defeat the rights or 
claims of any person under the Act should be strengthened. 

Matrimonial Property and Creditors 

Section 20 should be redrafted to ensure that the amount of 
matrimonial property is calculated on a global basis. 

Three principles should apply to the treatment of personal debts: 

( 1) Where pe.r sona 1 debts have been pa id out of ma tr imonia 1 
property the non-debtor spouse should be entitled to an 
equalising payment from the debtor spouse's share of 
matrimonial property (or separate property if there is 
insufficient matrimonial property). 

(2) Wqere personal debts are owing they should not be taken into 
account in determining the value of matrimonial property 
available for sharing. 
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(3) ff personal debts are secured on matrimonial property the 
hon-debtor spouse should be entitled to an equalising payment 
f.rom the debtor spouse's share of matrimonial property (or 
separate property if there is insufficient matrimonial 
proper-ty). 

The current definition of "matrimonial debt" should be redrafted 
to eliminate problems. 

Bankruptcy -

The interest of the non-owner spouse in ·the matrimonial home 
should be better protected in the event of bankruptcy. Section 20 
should be redrafted to confer the type of protection available 
under the Joint Family Homes Act 1964. 

Section 43 of the Insolvency Act 1969 should be repealed. 

Contracting out of the Ma~rimonia1l Property Act 

Section 21 should be reviewed with the aim of framing a section 
that places less emphasis on the formalities of making an 
agr;eement and 'more·on the grounds for setting an agreement aside. 

The exercise of the power- :to set aside an agreement should be 
reviewed;. 

Occupation orders 

The drafting ·of s28-A relating to occupation orders should be 
scrutinised to see whether there is an appropriate means of 
strengthening its provisions while preserving a fair and 
reasonable balance. 

Capital Maintenance 

The courts should be encouraged to make greater use of the power 
to award lump sum maintenance to the custodial parent and children 
where it appears likely that there will be a disparitr between the 
living standards reasonably attainable by the parties. 

Aspects of the operation of the domestic purposes benefit scheme 
should be re-examined. 

Concur~ent Jurisdiction 

The Family Courts should have sole originating jurisdiction to 
deal with matrimonial property p~oceedings. 
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EEC'n01'1 C ,_...-.,,.,,-~.---

Devolution on death 

The new Matrimonial Property Act should provide for the devolution 
of matrimonial property on death. 

On death a surviving spouse should b~ entitled to~ 1us.t share of 
m21trim:.mial prop.erty and be no 'l;;J'Orse off in.prop,erty· t•e/Cms thea1 
one whose marriage has broken down during the joint lives cf the 
spOUSl'?!S. 

A surviving spouse•s claim for a share of matrimonial prcperty 
should always take precedence over claims under inheritance law. 

The new provisions should apply to existing wills. 

Only matrimonial property should be available for sharing upon the 
death of one of the spouses. 

There should be a rebuttable statutory presumption that all 
property owned by a spouse at the date of death is matrimonial 
property, eJccept for property acquired by t::\uccess ion, sui:vi VQr ship 
a~ a beneficiary under a trust or by gift from a third party. 

Principles of Division 

On the death of a spouse the survivor should be entitled to a half 
share in the matrimonial property. 

The special pEovisions relating to marriages of short duration 
should not apply. 

The court should retain a residual discretion to depart from equal 
sharing in extraordinary circumstances. 

Procedure 

The survivor should have a choice whether to take according to the 
will or to receive a half share of matrimonial property pursuant 
to the statutory provisions and have the will amended 
accordingly. Procedural safeguards should be built into such a 
scheme. An application for probate should not be be granted until 
the survivor has supplied an affidavit which states that the 
survivor has considered his or her legal position and either does 
or does not wish to make a matrimonial property claim. 
There should be a time limit on the exercise of the option. 
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If the su var elects to take under the will, administration of 
the estate should pr ceed in the ordinary way. If the sur r 
elects to take his or her share of matrimonial property an 
application should be made to the Family Court to determine that 
sha.re. 

Executors, trustees, and beneficia~ies should be expressly 
empowered to settle matter£ agreement. There should be an 
option to place a draft order bef re a ge in chambers for 
approval. 

Estate of the Decease~ 

The estate of the deceased should not be able to sue the survivor 
for the deceased 1 s share of matrimonial property. 

Contracting out Aqrc,eements 

It should 
pr sion 
exist for 
Court 13 

b;e poss, i ble 
a.pplica le 

conti:act.ing 
ld have the 

Estate Duties 

to contract out of the equal sharing 
on death. The same procedural safeguards as 
out in other situations should apply and the 
same power to set aside such agreements. 

The incidence of estate du between spouses needs reappraisal. 
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PART 1I: FAMILY PROTECTION ACT 1955 

GENERAL 

The Family Protection Act should be repealed and replaced by a new 
statute. 

The new Act should apply where provision under a will or intestacy 
is not adequate to satisfy the financial needs of an eligible 
claimant or to compensate an eligible claimant for contributions 
made by that person to ~he welfare or assets of the deceased. 

Eligible Claimants 

1. Spouses and dependent children should be entitled to apply 
for further provision out of the estate as of right. Any award 
made should take precedence over all other claims ~f the estate is 
insufficient to satisfy a 11 claims. "Child II should be broadly 
defined. and include all children dependent on the deceased. 

2. Close relatives should be able to claim as of right on the 
basis of financial need or contributions to the deceased's assets 
or welfare. This class should include at least non-dependent 
children. Whether or not it should include siblings and parents 
should be determined after further discussion. 

3. Any other person should be able to apply for further 
provision out of the estate with leave of the Court. 

Assessment of Claims 

The court should be able to make further provision out of an 
estate when it is "fair and reasonable" to make an award. The 
court should have regard to a statutory list of non-exclusive 
factors when evaluating a claim amd assessing the amount of an 
award. 

OUSTING THE JURISDICTION OF THE FAMILY PROTECTION ACT 

Inter Vivos Dispositions 

Property disposed of before death should be able to be traced if 
the deceased intended to defeat the jurisdiction of the Family 
Protection Act. 

Certain dispositions to family trusts and family companies should 
be able to be clawed back at the discretion of the court. 

All other dispositions made within a specified period before death 
should be able to be traced at the discretion of the court if they 
have a significant element of gift or are made otherwise than in 
the ordinary course of business. 
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The court should not make a tracing order if the recipient 
received the property in good faith and altered his or her 
position to his OL her detriment . 

The court should make a tracing order only if it considers that 
such an order is necessary to meet adequately the claims made on 
the estate. 

A list of criteria should be inserted in a new Act to assist the 
court in exercising its discretion. 

Contracts to leave pro.perty by Wi 11 

A contractua·l promise to leave prop.er·ty by will (whether carried 
out or not) should be treated as a testamentary gift. The 
property comprising the gift should be bought into .tne estate a.nd 
should be liable to abatement by claims under the new family 
protection and testamentary promises legislation~ 

PROCEDURAL REFORM 

Nature of. Proceedings 

The procedures for handling Family Protection Act claims should be 
completely overhauled. .The aim of reform should be to simplify 
and stre .. a.mline the whole process. for example. by reducing 
formality. delays and costs. and the need for a court hearing. 

settlements 

Agreements and s.ett lements -among parties contesting and defending 
wills should be able to be validly made and enforced. 

Forum 

Where a surviving spouse files applications for a division of 
matrimonial property and for furthec provision out of the estate 
under tbe Family Protection Act; 'these applications should be 
dealt with together. in the same c~urt. This could be achieved 
either by transferring the Family Protection Act proceedings to 
the Family Court or ~y transferring the Matrimonial Property Act 
proceedings to the High Court. 

Time Limits 

A review.of the time limits for bringing a Family Protection Act 
claim should be undertaken as part of the recommended gener-al 
review of procedure. 

LAW REFORM (TESTAMENTARY PROMISES) ACT 1949 

Family protection and testamentary promises claims should be dealt 
with by the same Act. • 

Both the Law Reform (Testamentary Promises) Act 1949 and the 
Family Protection Act 1955 should be repealed and a new 
comprehensive Act should be drafted. 
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The present law relating to de facto relationships should be 
r.::?.formecll. 

Reform should concentrate on areas which g 
particular proper questions in heterosexual 
relationships between one man and one woman. 
should be examined reasonab soon to see how 

greatest concern. in 

However. the law 

o better justice in a wide spectrum of other 
difficul can arise because of intermingling 

it can be adapted to 
relationships where 

f proper 

Definition of De Facto Relationshi2 

A defin tion of a de facto relationship is required. The essence 
of the definition should be that man and a woman have been 

iving together on a bona fide domesti basis as if t were 
husband and fe for a period of not less than two years. 

1 and de facto marriages should not simply be tea. 

A special part should be inserted into a new Matrimonial 
Property Act to deal th the proper of de facto rtners. 

11 Propert3r 11 should mean the prope.rty that '111.H)uld be ''matrimord.al 
property'' if the partners were married to each o her. 

If the court finds that de fac o relationship exists it 
would apply the Matrimonial Pr perty Act if satisfied that in 
all the circumstances of the case jus ice o requires. 
Alternatively. there could be a rebut able statutory 
presumption that the Act applies. 

If the court does not apply the Act. proper interests should 
be adjusted in accordance th contributions to the de fact 
partnership. Financial contributions should be given no 
greater wei than non-financial contributions. 

Contracting Out 

It should be possible for de facto partners to contract out of the 
pc sions of the Act. 

pevolution on Death 

Appropriate provisions should be enacted pr ding for the 
devolution of proper on the death of a de facto partner. 
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Maori Customary Marriages 

The Maori people should be consulted about Maori customary 
marriages. 

Inheritance Law 

A new Inheritance Act should permit applications for further 
provision out of the estate by a de facto partner. 

Maintenance 

The maintenance provisions of the Fia,mily Proceedings Act 1980 
should be extended to include de facto spouses. 
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